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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October 25, 1977 In Our 98th Year lk-Per Copy - Volume 98 No. 253
_ •
CHESTNUT -PAVING - A con-
struction crew with Harper and Ar-
terburn completes final paving of
one lane oria reworked section &-
Chestnut Street near Murray State
University campus late Monday af-
ternoon. A Department of Tran-
sportation. spokesman indicates,
barring adverse weather conditions,
the street should be open to traffic
._
Nov. 3. Paving on the second lane is
slated Thursday The construction-
project has remained a controversial
subject In Murray since September,
with businesspersons along the
street saying bu31ness dropped
abruptly with the closing, and Murray
City Council recently drafting a
resolution calling for prompt





A stretch of Chestnut Street, closed
since Sept. 12 to build a pedestrian
overpass on the Murray State
University campus, may be open for
traffic in early November.
Department of Transportation
• tP9T), Bureau of Highways officiate
bav.t_rexiattLellaietable that had The 
constructioncbmpany on the
controversial project shooting - for a
Thanksgiving reopening date.
But, Robert Bob" Hodges, in
Murray Monday along with other DOT
officials from Frankfort, said the early
November reopening date will hinge
now on the whims of the weather,-
Harper and Arterburn, Inc.,
Paducah, the company converting the
street and building the overpass,
poured .concrete Monday on the first
lane of the street.
Harper andArterburn completed one
section of the Chestnut paving just as a
slight drizzling rain hit Murray Monday
afternoom-T--
Hodges said today the rain will not
alter the "week from Thursday"
. reopening date, barring additional rain
this Thursday, the projected day for the
second pouring.
-"It the _rain) won't hurt us because
as I sairyesterday that lane will have
to set we think about three days,
probably Thursday, before we'll be able
to put our machine paver back and
start the other lane," Hodge.s
explained.
The concrete has to set before we
can put our machine back... part of the
Hospital Board Approves Bid Packages;
Okays Self
- Apparent -low bidders for some
$832,255 worth of construction on
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
'Professional Office Building are slated
to meet -tbdy with construction and
hospital board officials, following bid
acceptance Monday night.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, in
session Monday evening, accepted
*eight bidders for building construction
ranging from roofing; drywall and .
plastering, to plumbing, heating and
landscaping.
The _kids okayed Monday night
brought the total bids to date on the
building to $887,596. Total cost of the
building, as bid, to date, is $1,296,091.
"We'll still have the additional cost of
paving," John Wilson, a construction
management consultant with
Construction Cost Consultants (CCC) of




Construction work for a three story- Mutiny-Calloway County Hospital
building slated to house physicians in- Administrator Stuart Poston told other
the city of Murray, plu4 other offices, city-county hospital board members
Monday night that a hospital building
-Hannin Roofing and Sheet Metal program "is moving along very
Company, $46,000, moisture proofing; satisfactorily," but some hospital
-Lassiter Plaster Company, board members learned that CCC has
$215,556, exterior system, drywall and revised an expected completion date,
plaster; putting projected finish of the_
-Crouch Construction Company, physicians office building into June,
$42.,970, glass, glazing _And aluminum 1978. .
- work;
-Crouch Construction, $172,750, 
Poston said of the regular hospital
general trades; expan
sion, At this point, even though
---Carlos Black Jr. Painting we would like 
to have seen this progress
Company, $15,190, painting and vinyl 
went to:
wall covering;
-Presley Plumbing and Heating
Company, $226,429, mechanical;






The Quota Club of Murray will be the
hostess club for the Annual 23rd
Conference of the 23rd District of Quota •
International, beginning Friday,
. October 28, and ending Sunday Octobq
30, at Lake Barkley Lodge.
Activities will get under way Friday
Plans Underway
For Arts Bazaar
Plans are underway for the 14th
annual Creative Arts Bazaar,
sponsored ht.' the . Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's 
7
Club. Proceeds from the bazaar
provide scholarship for deserving art
students.
The bazaar will be held Saturday,
November 12 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library on Main Street. Chairmen for
this year's bazaar are Carla Rexroat,
Edith Garrison, Barbara Gray, and
Dolly Lorenz. •
Residents of the area are iniited to
bring their Christmas list&and 
enjoy-- -choosing 4roni thoingey-adractiva=1-,
_ creative items offered,- coitunitice
miniteFi 
at 2:00 p.m. when registration will
open. The formal opening of the
conference will be Friday- evening,
October 28, after which Gene Kirk and
his band praride conntry_music.
Saturday morning williStart with a
breakfast for all of the presidents of the
clubs in the 23rd District given by
District Governor, Miss Mary Luck
with business meetings to follow
Saturday luncheon will feature James
Vernon of the Kentucky Commission of
Public Information presenting a multi-
media film to those in attendance.
Saturday afternoon and visitors will
take a tour of the Land Between the
Lakes. The installation banquet, at
which the newly elected District
Governor and other District Officers
are installed, will be Saturday evening.
Speaker will be Harry Sparks,
President emeritus of Murray State
University. After the banquet, a
reception for those newly elected and
installed officers will be held.
The Conference will close Sunday
Morning, October 30, with reports from
the various committees and
presentations of various awards.
Murray President Linda Carter
added "It is interesting to note that the
Murray Quota Club is the only Quota'
Club in the Commonwealth of Kentucky
and we do look forward to being hostess
7-to our Sisrat Clubs inthetittrict,.
represents the states of Arkansas,




a few months ago, itis.moving well with
plumbers, plasterers, electricians,
bricklayers, all working iffy diligently
to get the project finished. The briPking
of all the south wing will be complete
this week, then they'll turn loose on the
northwest wing... there is still about two
and one half months of bricklaying
left."
• But, When it came time to talk about
the physicians office building, Calloway
County Judge Robert 0-. Miller-said, "I
read from the minutes of the Sept. 14,
See HOSPITAL,
Page 14, Column 6
To Sections -30 Pages
It's Homecoming Week at Murray State University and
today's edition includes a special 16-page section devoted
to that event. In addition three pages in the regular
newspaper, pages 6,; and 8, are devoted to thereunion of





Mostly cloudy with light rain
today, high near 70. Rain ending
from the west late tonight, loW in
the low 50s. - Slow clearing
Wedrlesday,high in the low-70s
today's index
Building Page  5
Classifieds .12, 13
Crossword  12
• Comics  12
















May Have Long Term Impact
machine runs on the existing lane
poured. If it stops raining, whicli it has,
this won't bother us," Hodges said.
-If we make-the pour Thursday then
It'll probably be about seven days to get
it to full strength before we open it to
-trait ic,"-Hodgassaid.-
Depending_  on the- .wathex:. which
Hodges_ said is a large factor on the
work, the street could be open for
traffic as early as Nov: 3.
One state DOT official, A. B. Magee,
director of construction, called the Nov.
3 reopening date "optimistic."
Hodges indicated that once the street
is open again for local traffk, it will be
partially closed occasionally to allow
the construction company to pour curbs
for the finished roadway.
"There will also be a time in
November wtfen we'll close the street
for from eight to 24 hours while the
company ttfts the beams up for the
-r
bridge (pedestrian bridge spanning the
street)," Hodges said.
The Chestnut Street closing has
stirred public outcry to the point that
Murray City Council recently drafted a
resolution calling for a -prompt
Business people along the street,
espeeTallY in rffirieland Shopping
Center, say the street closing has
adversly Affected sales.. Sotrie.- repOrt
sales off from 50 to 80 per cent.
Construction workers last week went
to a seven day a -week, every daylight
hour, time schedule in an attempt to




"We had good luck with the Saturday
and Sunday workdays," Hodges said.
Some Murray city officials met with




WASHINGTON (API - President
Carter says America owes "a special
debt of gratitude" to Vietnam veterans
who won little thanks for their
sacrifices.
Speaking at Veterans Day
ceremonies at Arlington National
Cemetery on Monday, the President
-compared hit-Wirperience as a military
leterarr to what hi son Jack faced after
fighting in Vietnam. __
"Although I came haat fromiWwar
as some kind of hero,-although I was not
a hero, my son came back
unapPreefated,--Sornetimes scorned by
his peer group," Carter said.
"I think ,  there's a ,special debt of
- gratitude on the part of the American
--people for those young then who -went
and served in Vietnam, because they




After iarniii wreathifilie:Tnitib of
the Unknown Soldier, Carter noted that
his administration has recommended
increases in Veterans Administration
compensation, pensions and GI Bills
coverage.
"When we initiated our jobs program
this year,.._we put veteran/4.M. the
-rdaeei4ir4he-i eapOteui14ility toirive them  
gainful. emp}oymerit,:_'..the 'President_
told the crowd of 3,000: 
The speech had_special Meaning for
31-year-old Ian Stirton, an unemployed
Vietnam - veteran , with a master-1
degree in international affairs. •
"The GI Bill by anyone's standards
has titren-tofttlyirnitlequate and every-
- time we'vehadaninaease weiv.e.had •
to fight tooth and nail for it," Stirton
said. "The joblessness rate among




Murray-Calloway County League of
Women Voters is seeking public par-
ticipation in a planned debate with city
mayoral candidates set Monday night,
Oct. 31.
The League and Murray State Debate
Society-sponsored affair featuring
Democratic nominee Melvin Henley
and Independent Ed Chrisman, is -set
for 8 p. m. Monday on cable television,
Channel 11.
The public is invited to be at the sixth
floor studio in the Price-Doyle Fine Ar-
ts Building on the Murray State Univer-
sity campus at 7:15 p. m., at spokesman
said. Questions may be mailed to Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, 809 Sharp Street,
-Murray, or may be asked in person
Monday night.
- Dr. Joe Rose, professor- of political
science at Murray State University,
discussed the need for Kentucky voters
to approve to call fora Constitutional
conveitiOn Nov. 8, in a meeting, with
members of the Murray-Calloway
County League of Women Voters Mon-
day night. ,





violated eve Ri day;
.it would give us a
, chance to eliminate
. waste that goes on,
in Frankfort; -a new
Dr. Jee Rose
give the people
home rule, a modern executive govern-
ment.
_Also Dr. Rose stressed, there could be
annual sessions of the legislature_ which
would give the members time to study
legislation; the present Constitution is
extreiney expensive to' "carry out:
many restrictions are worthless; it is
most difficult to amend.
. Dr...Rose'iaointe,d out that writing a
new Constitution would be a six year
operation and urged citizens tqtvote for
the call this year.
•
Senate Tackles Energy Tax Question Today
WASHINGTON (AP) - The-Senate.
trying' to write a national energy policy.
is debating whether to raise taxes to
force 'fuel saving or cut them
selectively to reward conservation.
How the question is settled in the
Senate and in a Senate-House
conference committee next month ‘A:
have long-term effects on the U
economy and national security.
In the floor-battle opening today. the
Senate faces the choice of new taxes
proposed by Carter and passed fl
reduced fbrm by the House; the more
than $iko billiotvworth of tax incentivec
-appsoved Senate -Finahci-
,. Committee, or a combination ir.if the
rayo- . • • • --"•• ' • • — --••••••ir
The Carter administration opposes
the finance committee's proposals. But
to avoid an anticipated defeat in the full
.Senate of the new taxes, the President's
supporters would like the Senate to
quickly approve the corrunittee's bill
and let the conference committee write
the final legislation.
Even 'before reaching the- Senate
_floor, the bill produced by the finance
committee was under sharp attack.
Some senators called it a give-away to
the oil- industry. Others said the $40
billion price tag over the next -eight
years would make it difficult to balance
-the budget and would take money
• • needed for other national programs.
—Tn a iFudir; "orcine orille la-Mr-FA-A:the
million tax credit the Senate committee
proposed fos reduced intercity bus
fares and purchases of new buses would
produce insignificant energy savings.
But backers of the Senate
eommittee's bill say the full package
would reduce U.S.. dependence on
imported oil by 2.12 million barrels per ,•:••
day by 1985. The measure already
passed by the House would reduce
consumption by 1.7 million to 2.5 million
barrels, mainly by ,making gasoline.
natural gas and boiler fuel more
expensive and by imposing a Stiff tax on
inefficient automobiles., •
The United States now imports apout
yine million barrels of oil daily. ,Carter
-wants" 4o-eut import*, -le -about *even
1'1
U.S. vulnerability to foreign influences.
• As proposed by *Carter, the taxes
would have been felt by virtually all
consumers. But the President proposed
that a big share of the taxes be returned
to Americans through the income tax
System
Most of the tax.cuts proposed by the
Senate committee would go to
businesses, industries and utilities to
help them save energy and to help pay
the costs of-reducing their use of oil and
natural gas...
FocindiVidiials, the Senate bill would
contain a tax cut of up to $400 for a
person who buys.insulation and other
energy-saving.devices. fos.his,home or
atrArtment7 anda• ci edit ntinsuM12.200.





Oak Greve. WMIJ sill meet
at the home of Sherry
Paschall at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Octohir M
liardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts dilyirom 9:30 a.m.
to three pin. at -Hardin City
Hall.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Joyce McCoy, Story Hour will be held at
- 207 South 15th Street, at 7:30 Calloway' County- Public -
• p.m. - • Library at ten a.m. and three,.
p.m.
Pest Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter•No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will have a
kitchen shower .for the lodge
- hall at 710p.m. atthe hall. All
OES niembers are invited to
. attend, and 'bripg an item for
the kitcheir
Tau Phi Lambda Sororitysof
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Phyllis
Whitney at seven p.m.
Christian Women's
----Fellowship et 'First Christian
church ,will have a salad
simper at the church at 6-.30
p.m. with the program by
Mrs: Helen Hodges.
Wednesday, October 26
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m. A film will
be 'shown. For transportation
call 436-5364...
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at noon with .Mrs. Larry
Ryan, phone 753-7687, and
Mrs. Edward Watson as
hostesses' chairmen. Bridge
will be at 9:30 am. with Mrs.
K t. Sanders and Mrs. Matt-
Sparkman as hostesses.
Thursday, October 27
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will hold its
regular meeting.
--
Magazine Club willrneet at




will meet at South Pleasant
Grove church at seven p.m.
Officers will meet at six p.m..
, Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.





. Three lender pieces of Ocean
- 'Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown. Served
with your choice of
potato and a thick
slice of Stockade -7-4
Toast. A $2.48
Thursday; October 17
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities Senior
Citizens with devotion and
singing at 10:05 a.m., monthly-
clean-up- for October at 10:45
a.ni., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p.m.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's. Club w,11
have-an open bingo party at
the club house at 7:30.pm.
Friday, October 28
Halloween and game party
for the Golden Age Club will
be at 6:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Center. Special treats will be
for those in costume. Light
refreshments will be served.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Assotiation ° of
Retired Federal Employees
and Associates will' have a
luncheon at the Colonial theist
Smorgasbord at 1-1:30 a.m.
- Story Hour by Outreach
Program of Calloway public
,Library will be at the Ellis
'Center at three p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
and American Mountain Men
will have a primitive camping
_
and survival weekend with
advance registration
required:
Dinner and party for all
students and graduates of the
1940's at Murray Training
School will be at the Holiday
Inn at seven p.m.
Potluck dinner for all
students of Murray Normal
and Murray Training School
from 1927 to 1939 .will -be. at
University Branch of Bank of
Murray at 6:730 p.m. Call Alice






• Baby Boy Powell (mother
Beverly), 212 Riviera Cts.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Teresa Dean and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, 7ilino, Mrs.-Wendy
Gamma Garnin.a Chapter Has
Meeting 'fit The ,Fain Home -
The Gamma Gamma details at a later date.
Chapter of Beta Sigma pin Service committee chair-
man, Brenda Jones, reported
that the Halloween parties for
the Headatart children will be
held on October 31..
Becky Phillips Elf the
program committee reported
that the next meeting will be
held in the home of Ms.
Marsha Horten, with M&.
Horten in charge of the
program and refreshments.,
Linda Fain directed an
unusual "Get-Acquainted"
game with Nancy Herndon
winning aprize.She presented '
a pnigram-istratitti S'rena Thy
history, purpose,'--and some of
the traditions. She also told of
some of the social, service and
ways and means projects
during the year.
The cultural program,
_ -e'ntitled "Effective Paren-
ting" was given by Mrs. Fain.
She had a discussion on STEP.
iSy,stomatic Trainiag for
Effective Patenting)._ Each
Member anct.guest waa given
a .situation involving a child
and .a problem at school with
each sharing how they would
handle the problem. A
Hen itlge Club To Olive
of Mrs. Haron West on words of the song This is Mydiscussion was held on
education' la the public •Go
Wilson and Baby Bey. Box 26, schools.
The - members stood 'and
_O_Itv  Street, October 12, with " -Father's World" by Babcock.
hostess. '
repeated the closing ritual and 
Is. C. W. Jones as co- To conclude her program, she
played her -favorite hymns onSedalia, Mrs. Debra J.
BPoaaschamoll,anpdarBaisb,y 
Th., izpah. The door prize was 
Have Party Friday Ruth Wilson, chairman,
Refreshments were served by have a Halloween games
— Erivin gave the devotional ?Wreak/lent-6 n member's' -
presided. . Mrs.. Hampton . .The hostesses served
-a  the piano.
won by Becky Phillips.- - -l'he Golden - Age -Club.-Linda- D.- Moridjc Star Rt. 2,
Mrs. Martha A. Jackson, 1313
Shirley A. Dicus, Rt. 2 Box 74,
Poplar St., Murray, Mrs. Jae English, Linda Faix 
at 6:30 p.m. at the . Ellis
Community Center: be cbnyase_Loaveit
from the book "The Influence and three guests Mrs. Far-





Box 617-M, Hernado, Fla.,
Linda Fain. . party on Friday, October 28,
Members present were:
Dover, Tn., Mrs. Tommie *Beverly Galloway, Brenda- - 
Special . treats will _
Jones, Trisha Nesbitt, Becky presented to those persons in cCrum, Rt. 2, Stewart, Th.,
Phillips, Linda Rogers, and costumes. Light refreshments ,
the famous persons Who
contributed to. the in-
mrs. Edna Vaughn. will be served. 
spirational experiences as toldMrs. Sharon D. Shultz, 306
Woodlawd, Murray by Mr. Weems.
Wanda L:Jones, Rt. 6 Box 240, A highlight of the evening
Benton, Matthew Jones, 801 a / • • was the program given byrs. _Came Hicks. lionfarec neat_Vibe-St; Murray., Oharles E. Al
'Miller, Rt. .1, Dexter, Mrs.
Mandeen tannin, - 1118
Magnolis, Murray, David M.
Nance, Rt. 6, Murray.
held an open meeting on
October 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Linda Fain with
eight members and three
guests present. The _ guests
included Mrs. Chris Loftus,
Ms. Elizabeth Geurin, and
Mrs. Nancy Herndon. The
president, Edna Vaughn,
presided. • - -
Julie English reported that
plans were being finalized for
the October social. The social
committee will contact each
member with final in-
structions.
A discussion was held on the
talent show to .beheld at, a
later date. The Ways. and
Means chairman, Rita Bur-
ton, will report on more
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UMW BAZAAR - Members of the First United Methodist Church Women 
show
some of the many articles to be on sale at the bazaar to be held Tuesday, 
November' 8,
at the church. Among those assisting at the final work day were, left to 
right, Thelma
Stockton, Ruth Wilson, Nell Eaton, Kathryn Walker, Inez Jones, Modest Jeffrey, and
Thelma Bailey.
Mott? by Jennie B. Gordon
O f Interest 1,)
Senior
'Citizens
The topic of Edith
McKinzie's devotional was
"Why Jesus Taught in
president, Martha Crass at Parables." Lavine Carter led
value-for only.:. - deceased faculty members, - tikl• Linda C. 
Nance _and
the* , and s uses of NEWBORN ADMISSIONS noon on October 10. The da_y' - the Bible Study of the last two
Baby Girl, Rt.: 1, ' Cottage ' had bees designtrted•to honor efiapters--
of the Book of
i• 79 will be at 
Colonial House
Smorgasbord at six p.m. Grove, Tn. - Mrs. A. M. Thomas joined the the group will study the Book
- Mrs. Carrie Hicks. Rev. and Matthew. Starting in January
INCLUDES 
. DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary E. Jones ari group for a• covered disb. of Luke with Mara 
Wutzke as,
- Banquet' honoring Richard
Free (Doc) Farrell, retired 
witty-Elev. Thomas - -the leader. 
littoiN Drink- 
Itabi BoY, -RL 4, 
E(ya 1.28, . luneheon
Salad and
Reunion of former Training
School-Co.11ege High-
University Schoin faculty,
- be at Beehear Gym, Student
chairman -Or the -Dapartment ..-Murray • Mrs. Pegg) ..11. giving
of- Music, Murray State, Theme and Baby Girl, 1104 
L°renz was the coshostess. _ k present joining hands • and
The meeting closed with allthe blessing. Dolly
Center. at six p.m.
41t
Murray State Agruculture















































Effective mew — ell Weer Hamann is Money will horst ow* show nitoly
on 7:30 Seeley throwsli Then* nights. Thor* will mortise* is Ito two






Elkins, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. business meeting were, Daisy 
meet
tnant hoGinaust4ine-irDeli71
Those present,- for- -the-
at seven p.m. Mayfield, Belinda G. •
Vesta K. Bretton. 316 Porter, Wickoff, Ethel Walker, Toni assisting. Lois 
Sparks will
Paris, Tn., Ms. Teresa J. Hopson, Carrie Hicks, Lucy review the 
book, "Wills of
90842 S. 16th St., Alderdice, Gustine Dill, Klara God" by 
Weatherhead.
Woods, 
Murray, 'Mrs. Nola M. Yar- yfutzke, Irene Donnan, 
Lavine
brough, 1625 Farmer -Ave., 
Carter, Dolly Lorenz, Lois
Murray, unard E...Thweatt, Sparks, Heim ,lianchek,
Itt. 3, Benton, CharlesM. Gunny Crihfield, Cecelia
Noonan, Edith McKinzie,
• • wit_be_.char_gad,_________, ilarnhar_t_FILL Hardin, Mrs. 
Dellie H. Crawford, 111* -n - Martha 'Crass'H le 
Hotta
Larkspur, Murray, Mrs. Linda Kelly, Rosie Jones, and
• Sarah H. Panzera, Box guest Lois Woods of Murray.2925
Lois Sparks read the'University Station, Murray,
HOSPITAL PATIENT Mrs. Nell P. andon, Rt. 8,- nominating committee's slate
Mrs. Euna York of Murray the comingMurray, Brent A. Atkins, for officers for 
Route-One has been rpatient (expited); 1666 Calloway, year: - Martha Crass,




devotional, and Lavine Carter
was nominated from the floor
for the second vice
presidency.
"A Tribute to Doc Farrell,"
featuring trombonist Kai
Winding, Murray State Jazz
'Bind, Jazz Combo, 'and the
Trombone Choir w111.. hegin.at
eight p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU. No ad-
Following the luncheon
Helen Hodges gave a beautiful
-tribute -to the honoree; and- •
presented her with a large
print Bible, 'a gift from the
U.M.W.
repeating the Lord's Prayer.
A fern and stand were
displayed, one of-a-pair, to be
placed in "the church -in
memory of Barbara Brown.
On Nov. 14 the U.M.W. will
7'nvna
Depot, Paris, Tn., John C.
Steele, Rt. 8, Murray, Jamie
E. .Mitchusen Rt" l, Hardin,
Jason C. West, Rt. 8 Box 470,
Murray, Mrs. Dauna L.
Skipper, _1200 Sunny Side,
Special Class Parties Of
Lab School Planned Here
Another of the special get
togethers for students of the
Murray Training, College
High, and University School,
has been planned at the Oaks
Country Club following the
barbecue at the Wester
Kentucky Livestock and
xposition Center on Satur-
day, October 29.
Mrs. Mike (Jeanie Brewer)
Morgan and Mrs. Dale (Vickie
Singleton) Nance are co-
chairmen of the party for all
students at the school from
1960 until it was closed in .1976.
The party, will be held
following the barbecue and for
information call Mrs. Morgan
or Mrs. Nance.
-Other parties planned for
Friday night for various
groups from the schools in-




elude the faculty-staff dinner
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at six p.m.; a
potluck informal dinner at
6:30 er.m.• at the University"
Branch of the Bank of Murray
for all students from 1923 to
1939 with Mrs. Alice Bee
Roberts Hopkins, .223 South
12th Street, Murray, as
chairman; a patty and dinner
for all students of the 1940's at  
the Holiday Inn at seven p.m.
with Martha Guier as
chairman. . Other special
parties are also planned by
various groups in the 1950's.
EVENING REFRESHER





16-ounce can pitted sweet




1 tablespohn lemon juice
.1-3rd cup brandy, warmed
Drain syrup from cherries;
add enough water to the syrup
to make 1 cup. In a small
saucepan stir together the sug-
;I: And cornstarch; gradually
stir in the cherry-juice mixture,
keeping smooth. Over moderate
heat, stirring constintiy, cook
until thickened, clef and boil-
ing. Star in cherries and letnoti
• heat, Rerqove from heat
Ind ‘iip




The West Fork 'Baptist
Church 'WNW met at the home
of Violet Johnson on Thur-
sday, October 20, at seven
p.m.
Cozy Garland was in charge
of the program on "Young
Workers in Austria."
Also present were Martha
.„ Butterworth, Voris Greer, "'
'-1311trIliteistilarGTAdySt-Papterr-
By Russell's Chapel UMW
The United Methodist
Women of Russell Chapel




In ancient . Rome uniriaeried






Pet Pon In Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90





Free Perking lei Rear
a •
Mr gaiy Farmer Gives Program
-At Circle Meeting At Wfst Home
Th,1 to emphasize the im-
portance of reading the words
when one sings, she read the
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
The • First United Methodist
Church Women met in the
,
speaker. Mrs. Farmer used
'the topic "Listening_to' God-'
Through Music," told the
group of many ways one could
enjoy music through the
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 Fraacqi Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1/77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
_
ARIES - - - - •
t Mar. 21 to 'Apr. 201
A good .spot for your
aggressiveness, your ingenuity
and boundless ambitions. Do
use them fir. sound purposes.
TAURUS -
( Apr..11 ta Wiy 21) 6€01'
It may-not be easy i6
preciate all suggestions -and
directives but, with all your
strength and self-confidence,
back thole 'you know to be
timely ivid -Well thought out.
GEMINI -
i May 22 la Aim 21)
One of those days when your
innate directness will not en-
urely pay off. If. you need a
favor, use a subtle and__
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Talk over controversial issues
in a businesslike, objective
fashion, not permitting Kr-
sonalities to enter the fray Pay
nie attention to those who dissent
general. principle."
CAPRICORN
(Dees. 72 to Jan. 20) ViV
You swift find any hiding
place for your problems, so you
-might Just as well face up to
them and work them out. But do
. so iris relaxed manner and with
no anxiety. - 
AQUARIUS-
.(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "`""`
You may be up against some
unusual competition in your
field, so keep your eye on the
-ball. With your fine intelligence,
you should find ways to outrun
the best.
PISCES
X---(Feb. 20 tb Mar. 20)imaginative approachr: _ • _some misleading— influence&-CANCER
--(June 22 to July; 23) 1.10 .and 
all inside informatioe
an -sure tips- with theAccent, is. .faimly 'proverbial grain of salt. --relatinshies now. In fact, a
parenT or senior relative 'could jjjjpoi* 
onAyj.
give YOU some highly "lame cornbihation orinental-ialltencouragement; perhaps even and physical prows!. Like
financial "ell  • sInCeit Ortfit- Scorpio-born, 
youLEO 4{4a have unusually kne business( July 24 to Aug. 23) acumen and in45r take up a
good day for monetary career in business or industryaffairs. Outlook especially during your earlier years.favorable if you are planning to %meow; being endowed with
launch long-range ventures. livelier imagination than many
lagGi? .. others of your-Sign,- you may
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) . abandon such a vocation in later
A day of surprises! Not only years to pursue the path of art,
will someone you've helped 14) beauty and mysticism -
the past return the favor but an especiaiii-:-:-fir--
added bonus "thrown In" will literature or religious music.
delight you. You are a born healer, too, and
UBRA ir*-it would make an outstanding
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) '641 4' physician - in which case you
Not a good day. for trying b -will probably pursue one qi.the.
'TRIM Pe kheili-Tar taking . arts as a sideline. Be careful not
the initiative- generally. Con- - to overtax yourself, however, or
centrate on routine activities, misjudge the amount of effort
involved in your activities.
Bu-thdate of: Mahalia Jackson,
noted gospel singer.
SCORPIO 
Ine4r•(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Achievement will be largely
up to yourself now. You won't
-base-too much planefar) help,
int. YOU can light the flroPE el-
enthusiasm and good will.
Sub-District
.UMIF  To
Bernard-I. Riggirfsicif MI, N. C.. f0 -  
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Leslie Kay
Riggins. 38264 Country Club Road, Winston-Salem, N. C., to
Frederick Lee Carswell, Frazier Road, Galax, Va., son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Hampton Carswell, Sr., of Chapel Hill, N. C.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Neva Higgins,
South 16th Street, Murray, and the late Bailey Riggins. She is a
1922 graduate of Henry Countylligh School, Paris, Tri.,._WhItte
she was a member of the band, treasurer of the Student Coun-
cil, and president of Beta Sigma Phi.
Miss Riggins attended Murray State University here fromn
1972-74 where she was a member of the Alpha Omicron F'i
social sorority. She graduated in 1977 from the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro with a 'Bachelor of Science
•degresinnursing and was named to the Dean's list: She isnovr-
_a registered nurse in .the caigliac care_ Jinit, at the North,.
Carolina Baptist Hospital, Winston-Salem.
The groom-elect is a 1969 graduate of Chapel High School
where he was a member of the varsity football squad and Le
DEAR ABBY: My husband works long hours (without
evettiran payl-le a-- poeition- of importance svitlr-s- large,
nationally•known firm. He's had six years of college, but
some of the imen who operate machinery make. more.
money' -thee he-does. This hurts.
For example, our neiglibor never even -finished; high 1.7'
school. He does manual labor, but because he belongs tea
_ min,-.he earns more end has more benefits than my •
husbaltd. It doesn't seem fair that with all my husband's
education hg isn't able i.e give his family as much. as some
--;- -7-litiecittesited laborers. .
I am not saying that common laborers should make less,
-but in a society screaming for youngsters to get an
education, it's ironic that uneducated laborers should.make
more, than college graduates. I hope you aren't too
- intimidated by- big- business to respond in your poluimT •
RESENTFUL
Miss Beverly Ann nogers
'Miss I Atilie Kay" Riggins _ , D.EAR ABBY:- May I isiez mat-pet- peeve? It's people and Samuel H. Wyliewho --.-
DEAR' RESENTFUL:.I uncterstand your „resentment.
' perhaps these 'whom you label mammon laborers"- are-
- skilled-tabeesses-hrtheh' field. Many men who have ne-ve-e-
leen the inside-of • college (or high school) have a technical
knowledge equal inimportance to some college educations.
too, would like to see higher education bring greater.
rewards, but don't contest man's worth with his college
education-or lack of it.
invite guests to their home to ,pay cards and then bring folT-and MO. Lenith A. Rogers announce the engagement
merly of Murray and Paris, Tn., announce the engagement To compound the insult, they moisten their fingers when Ann, to-Samuel H. Wylie, son of Mr. and Mrs. James S. Wyliethey deal. Ycch!
_ Ct. l!I_PY,
-
DEAR+ANDY: You may "ale' your Pei, peeve, but
don't expect results until you direct your compliments to
the offenders.
aria aippruasitthg marriage- oftheir oldest daughter, Beverly
of Bilayfield.
- Miss Rogersia a 19754graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed in the Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State University where she is also a part time student.
Mr. Wylie, a 1970 graduate of MayfielctHigh School, receiv
. - his B.A: degree from David Lipscomb College in 1974, and h
DEABABBY: I know-yota must get-thousends-efietters----MTA.-- degree In-Radio/TV from Murray State University in
every day, so this will probably go unread and 1975. He is presently employed by WNBS radio station.
unanswered. It is really important, though, as I know lots The wedding ceremony will be performed on Saturday,of teenage girls my age with this problem. It might even
help some of the boys who read it. 
December 17, at six p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Whenever I walk down the street, boys in cars'stoh and 
Christ with Bro. John Dale officiating. A reception will follow
honk, etc. Some of them are very nice and quite cute, but if inri_‘the basement of the church.
Auf of town in are being sent and all friendsAgit' atoll* andtalks to them, oroma-for -a..-440 svitkaluth • -""Y-7-7.. . -. .--
she gains a reputation as a pickup. • - - and relatives of the bride-elect and groom-elect are invitee to...... on.:theother.hand. if.she doesiii.estend both tbevedding and receptioe,.
stuck-up-snob. Which would be better, to stop and be 
sociable, or to act -like a snob? - • - -
WANTS TO-BE SOCIABLE
. DEAR WANTS: One -of the first _thing* a mother
teaches a little girl-who is old enough to walk down the
street alone is, "Don't talk to strangers or ever get into a
car with one!raeeL_g_t_the South member oficappa_Fsi frateniiV.
Pleasant Greve Church on - Mr. CriisweLl graduated in 19771roni North Carolina Age ons udviees..0 lirlItftlimet:strangers -1*
 
--in 
Thursday; -October 27,._ at With a bachelor or science degree-Irifttridture inanufactUrtng --re-use .""..""" "sautomobiles is not snobbish, it's sensible.
seven p.m. •  and management. He is presently eMployed as engineer -
Prior_ to the meeting -the- charge of prodnetio—ri for the Vaughan of 'Virginia Furniture
dffletes-Wiemettle Att ••• . - • For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen,agers Want toAll. meenhers,_ *Wrest. at The wedding vows will besolernnizen on Friday:December K riow," eond $I to Abigail Van Buren, U2 Lasky Dr.,
personri are inert to attendca ateight p.m. at the Carrboro 13eptist Church , Carrbo- ro, N. Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, _
self-addressed: stamped 124e) envelope.:UMYF spokesman said. wherebeffithe liride-elect and groom-tict are members.
Meet—Thursday -
The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship of the Sub-District
terman's Club. lie graduated in 1971 with an Associate of
Science degree from Sandhill Community College, Sandhill, N.
C., where he was a member of Sigma Epsilon fraternity, and




FAR LAMS TRAVEL MEMO
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 
MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
" So Charge by us.











s note melodies into
balanced chords




Flip a tab and play a
one-finger chord-
Arpeggios that dance







St.,.. Geiger° IS Just play a sim-
ple tune and the Stereo 88 rums in-
to a complete musical composition
autoinat,colly. Your favorite
rhythms, your favorite instruments,
even some of your favorite special




st... c.a.- 51 Just one finger
ploys full cords, fascinating
rhythms plus bass and occomporp-
ment. It's oil automatic, thanks to
Lowrey 's engineering excellence
with advanced AOC, Lowery
Glide' All for only
1.1110UESTIOKAB1Y THE ANEA'S LARGEST PIANO & ORGAN DEALER
New Gawk" c.N towrey's Gen*
Encore delivers And the magic of
Genie lets you play like mow the
first time you sit down at it. It's a
beoutifully styled organ too, a torn-
piemant to any decor And it all
odds up to a great value. So stop in
at the Lowrey Cornivol of values.
Towle Geeiem This organ puts net
more musk than you ever imagined
possible And you'll sound like c
• whole group of rIltisiCiOns with the
automatic rhythms, chords, bass.
drums, instrument voices and lots
more for the low price of
30 YEARS FROM NOW YOU'LL
STILL BE ABLE TO TUNE YOUR
BALDWIN PIANO
Whatiboiit the Pir iblockt.Unleis
you're a piano tuner; you may
have never heard of a pinblock.
Briefly, it's the block of wood
that holds the steel pins that
holds piano strings. The piano
strings, in turn, exert a tremen-
dous pull on the pins. If these
pins become loose, the piano
becomes out of tune.
Few piano manufacturers would dare make
this claim. Why? Beccuse the pinblocks in
many pianos can not stand up to Paducah's
unusually damp climate Why take a chance
No other piano mode has a pinblock as tough
as this Baldwin spinet. Just another reason
why the professionals continue to play on
Baldwin pianos By the way if you doubt this,




Includes Bench, Delivery and
Ft.. Tuning in Horns
'COngrati.liitiOnS. RR the. superb
Ba:dwin Piahos. In all my
appearances, whether it be on
concert stage, television or radio.
I prefer the Baldwin Its quick A
responsive action and beautiful
bell-like tones (torn treble to












If • wmou SAND in Oodt
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?AGE 4 'Tiff Minna% ity., MGM & TOMS, hesiley, October 25, 1971
Open Forum _
Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do dot .
necessarily reflect the 
_,thi
views of Ile- Murray Ledger It l'ones
Readers who would like to express their opinion on tlw dieciagedo this
- column are eneourtged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.
- • ^
The Convention
- - By BERT COMBS -
This Nov. 8, Kentuckians will be
asked to vote for calling a constitutional
onnvention to revise our State -
4nstitution. I urge all voters to vote for
sUCh a conVention.
There aresompelling reasons why we
• need.to revise our State Constitution', •
WentUcky's fourth, 'VThicli was adopted
in 1891. -
Our present Constitution is costing
taxpayers money. Because the
Ccuastitution rontains. debt
state and local governments are forced
to issue revenue bonds to finance major
projects._ 1But, the Constitution also.
prohibits governmental units from
using 'their credit to back these bonds.
Therefore, the bonds - whigh are not
Tegtitatlid-or limited by the Constitution
_ cem, a- higher. interest rate than. if
, they _were full..faith arid credit bonds,
The Lexington Civic Center, built for
$33 million, cost. taxpayers from -64—
million to $6 million in higher interest
charges because of the higher revenue
bond interest. And it cost the state
between $5 million and $6 million more. . .
- in interest for the Convention Center
- and Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville.
These are only two of many projects
built with. revenue bonds around the_
state. Imagine the millions of dollars in
tax 'money spent because of the
restriction on government credit
Think about the cost of yearly
elections with their need for voting
ifitiChiries-; printed ballots, paid poll
workers and election officials. The only
reason we have ..yearly elections in
Kentucky is because the Constitution.
. requires they be held.
.. • The constitution prohibits
_ corporations from owning undeveloped
real estate for more than five years, a
StYiRi6n-rhv Bcine-nOthing-but
keep_ industry and long term
investfnents out of the state. But we
need those industries to provide jobs.
, • There are even more reasons for
Looking Back
-change - our present Constitution
concentrates too much power in the
hands of the governor, any governor,
leaving the legislature one of the
weakest in,lhe nation. That is not good
-for the people -of this state. -
Now, only the governor may extend a
'regular legislative session or call a
special session and deterrntne what
matters will be taken up. The governor
can veto legislation aftet the General
Assembly had adjourned and has no
way to overturnthe veto.
Even the way legislators are elected
leaves them in a weak position.
Immediately after _e/Ectioa, they must
participate in _a General Assembly
session without adequate time to study
SisSues to be considered.
After the sesSion, they serve on
--Linterirn .corrunfttees
and legislation .for. the 'wit. General
Assembly session. But they may never
• get-to vote, on issties_ they -worked on
unless they are re-elected.
This is not only an inefficient way to
run a state, but one which gives little
representahon__ to the people the
legislators are elected to represent;
The recent Kentucky Supreme Court
decision stripping counties of home rule
powers granted, by the legislature ,M
1072 Ass perfect example of the nee,d for -
change. The court's decision was based
on the premise that the Constitution
. does not grant legislative ppwers to
counties. A county shouldn't have to go
to Frankfort every time it wants to pass
a resolution- for the 'protect, Ofits
people.
,i No new act of the legislature is going
to return effective home rule to
counties. The court specifically stated
that the Constitution prohibits the
General Assembly,from delegating its
legislative authority to any other body.
UpponenT.s oz a convention say
amending the Constitution is the proper
way to make changes. But we have
been trying that method, without
success for 50 years. We have the
stritteSt atnending process in the
country. Only two amendments may be
submitted to the public every two
—years. We have trio many -changes that-
need to be made to Work at that snail's
1:0-Years Ago . pace.
It is one thing to have a quaint
Cadette Girl Scout Troop 69 made a -'provision requiring officials to swear
- three days, "back packing" -trip. to
Sol-Ahern last Weekend. Scouts -
_they haven't fought duels, but it is,quite
. - another to require modern society to
were Rachel Haar, Anna Marla live under horse-and buggy . provisions:
Dobbins, Debbie GOodridge, Nancy that are arbitrary and harrriful to our
Hart. Debbie Moore-, Gap Kemp, Janis rriOdern sl;iy of hie and governpient.,
Read,' Mary Redden, Jennifer Tayltri, Our Constitution is seven times as long
Karen McClure, and Martha Ladd, with as the Federal Constitution and so
Mrs. Sue Kemp as leader, complicated that even the Judges don't
Deaths rePorted include Mrs. Matte
F. Stevenson, age 92, Harvey Huicr,Sr.,
and Loyd Vinson, age 64. Today In History
Lillian Lowry, Dr. Frank Kodman,
Mavis McCamish, and Donnie Foust
were members of a panel on the subject
of "Pressures On Today's By The Associated Press _
Youth-Home and School" for the Today is Tuesday, Oct. 25, the 298th
program at the meetitirtif the Sigmi—day of 1977. There are 67 days left in the
Department of the Murray Woman's year. '
--- Club. . Today's highlight in history:
Field's bacon is advertised at 49cent% On this date in 1936, Germany and
per pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA Italy tor med--the -Rome-Berlin Axis,
this week. pledging mutual assistance in case of
"Waterhole No. 3" starring James war.
On this date:
In 1701, a city charter was granted.  to
In 1854, Britain's heroic Charge of the
Light Brigade took place near_
Sevastopol in Russia during the
Crimean War.
In 1874, Britain annexed the Fiji
Islands.
In 1938, the Chinese government,
fleeing Japanese invaders, established
itself at Chungking.
In 1944, the second Battle of the
Philippine Sea was being fought in the
Pacific during World War II.
In 1971, the United Nations seated the
Chinese Communists and expelled the
thinese Nationalists.
Ten years 'ago: A bipartisan citizens
committee whiett included former'
presidents Dwight Eisenhower and
Harry Truman voiced support for
President - Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam
policy.
Five years ago: A storm that swept
across the Fijis took 234ives and caused
heavy damage.
-One year ago : The-Soviets announced
they hael.harvegted a bumper grain
crop which might exceed the record set
in 1971.
'Today's biathdays:' Ex-king Michael
of Romania is 56 years old. Country
music star Minnie Pearl is 65.
Thought for today: With all thy
getting get understanding - the Bible.
Coburn is showing at the Capri Theatre.
20 -Years Ago
Pfc. Joe D. Grogan, whose wife,.
Treva, and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Grogan, live in Murray, was
graduated from a maintenance course
at the Army's European Ordance
School in Fuessen, Germany.
Miss Ethel May Paschall, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. R -Iss Paschall of
the South Pleasant Grove community bf
Calloway County, has accepted a
position as home demonstration agent
at Perry, Fla.
Pfc, Dale Outland, son of Mr -and
Mrs. Ofus Out/and of Murray, is
- setving with -the Seventh Atmy at
MinichWeller, Germany. -
Miss Linda Lawson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lynn Lawson, and Joe Eild-
Emerson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Emerson, were married on October 12.
New officers of the Murray Faculty
Club are Prentice L. Lassiter, Georgia
Wear, and Lula Bell Hodges. -
30 Years Ago ,
A course in driving will be offered at
Murray High School in the very neat
future, accohling to Supt. W.Z. Carter.
A dual control car will be loaned to the
high school by General Motors for the
course.
Congressman Virgil _Chapman spoke
in behalf of the Democratic' party on
October 23 at the- Calloway County
Court House square in Murray.
Chief of Police Burman Parker urged
today that drivers observe caution at
known points of congestion throughout
the city to avoid traffic accidents.
Births reported include. a_
Marilyn Fay, to Mr. and -Mrs. Cleve
Parrish, on October 23.
A new hunting and fishing column,
written' by: Kirk Pool, owner of a -
"-spt5FtThit*odi-Shire in, Muir. lucre
Bible Thought
Behold, the (lass come. saith the
Lord. that I will make a new - cove-
nant with the house of Israel, hod
with the house of Judah. Jeremiah
31:31. .
One of the markc H. God's deal-
incs wIth His people in any age is
remarkable . freshness. of }Jig
:triproTirtr-the•71ttr-neenszi
_Y.+ ^ -----.,----
agree on what it means. One half as
long would be amply sufficient and
much more understandable.
Thomas Jefferson put it well when he
wrote_ in support of a convention to
revise Viriginies'Constitution. He said,
You might as well require a man to
wear stilt the coat which fitted-Mtn •
when a boy, -as--trequire) civilized—
society to remain , even under the
regimen of their barbarous ancestora"-
We in Kentucky are living under a
Constitution drawn up in our great --
grandfather's time. But the times have
changed. We have changed. Our needs
and governments' roles have changed.
Much 'of our Constitution is good, but
much of it is obsolete. We should keep
that. which' is good and discard that
which is










Woodrow and Katherine Rickman,
who live on South 15th Street, have a
_ rarity, It'sanoriginal oilpainting of the
old. Murray State Training School
painted somewhere around 1930 by
Melton Paschall,- who lived on a farm in
the Crossland area near Hazel.
With the big reunion of Training
graduates,School  former teachers
students' and student teachers coming-
- 'up. this weekend daring Mar_ray-State's.
Homecoming celebration, the picture
has surfaced and taken on rich
significance. As far as is known, it is the
only oil painting of the old school in
existence.
Mrs. Rickman's father, Hub -Dunn,
was a farmer, and they lived near the
Paschalls' place- down near the state
line. She remembers Melton walking
past their place on his way to school,
and recalls that hepften rode A horse to
Murray where he attended classes at
Murray State. He later entered military
sei vice, made-a career of it, retired-and. -
now lives at Chattanooga.
Although- he never attended the
Training School-, Paschall apparently
did the painting of the building as an art
class project, and it is well done, too.
The building, as all know, was razed in
1974 to make way for a new building.
The Ricknians, 'Who had been
married only a year at the time, bought
the painting in 1934 at a disposal sale
 when the artist's father, Matt Paschall,
passed away. They paid 25 cents for it,
- and used it-to help furnish their first
home. They have had it since.
+++- *
. Leroy Eldridge, a member of the
reunion committee, has had It In his
office for several weeks now, and it will
be displayed among a large collection
of memorabilia Training School
memorabilia at. the reunion this
weekend.
Reservations for the reunion are
coming in from all parts of the country.
People who haven't been in these parts
__ter years are coming back for it. It
looks like they are going te have a big
crowd, especially for the barbecue
dinner and get-together at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center after the football
game next Saturday.
The thing that has been disappointing
to the arrangements committee,
however, has been the lack of interest
among former Training School people
who live in Murray and the immediate
vicinity.
"This is an excellent opportunity for
them to see friends they haven't seen
, for years, apd Marnevtt see again,"
Leroy said the other day. "We hope.
they will decide at the last minute, if
they haven't done so already, to be with
us. It's going tobe a great occasion, and
I know they will enjoy it. We would love
to see them, too, as well as those who
lake the time and trouble to come from
so far away."
+++
The other day while in Princeton on
an-alumni affairs project, I had a very
pleasant and unexpected experience. I
met Riunsey Taylor, whom many of
you know and remember as one of the
nation's top football officials of some
years back.
Now 75, Mr. Taylor is still going
strong as the energetic operator of a
• lumber yard and appliance business in
Princeton. He has been teaching_
Sunday School in the First Christian
Church for the past 45,years, and a few
years ago, he and his wife jointly
received the Kiwanis Club's coveted
Citizens of The Year Award. Only twice
in its long history has it gone to two
people the same year.
He asked about our good friend, Dr.
William G. Nash, the former vice
f•qiiloaL. ,for ..ecademic _affairs* .a4







Georgetown College, where, I learned,
he also knew my uncle, the late Harold
Howard of Mt. Vernon, Ill. _
Uncle Harold married one of my
father's two sisters, and is listed in
Georgetown's Athletic Hall of Fame.
• 'Midge Howard," Mr. Taylor
exclaimed, "is•the best football player
Georgetown ever had."
As lboy in •Mayfield,1 'Watched year
after year as Mr. Taylor would refree
the bitterly-fought Mayfield-Tilghman
football game on Thaaksgiving
afternoon. He called-13 of them in. a
row, he said, adding that he also called
j2consecutiveMurray-Western games.
He hit the big time later, calling
games in the Southeastern Conference,
insolOotball-and in the flltdOr bowls.
His bowl appearances were in the Rose
Bowl, the Orange Bowl' and the Sugar
Bowl.
I' had never met him personally until
the other day. It made my day.




In response to Howard Brandon's
letter of October 19 I say amen and
amen! What has - happened to
government for the people and by the
people.
When a man builds a road as Mr.
Brandon did 'and' the state pays to
complete it why indeed should we settle
for less' than the best. The people on
South Fourth extended need Glendale
Road, and not as a dust bowl or a mud
hole---Wit-iteeel a decent street for
necessary shopping. We have no access
to any shopping center without going
across or around town.
We ate dust all summer, hoping for
the best and it was so bad that the sick
and elderly stayed shut in the lx.n.se. I
can assure anyone that if any member
of the city council lived out here they
would agree with me. And incidentally,
there are at least thirty families out
here compared to the seven or eight on
Glendale Road.
We had a noise nuisance out here for
over two years that was...so severe at
least one family sold their property and
moved because of it. It was a joke to
report it and when help finally came it
was not froill the city of Murray.
- Glendale Road isn't 6 part of Murray
State University but it is a part of
Murray and we are permanent
residents. We are within city limits. We
do pay taxes, both city and county.
And we would like to be remembered
occasionally at times other than
election years.
Mrs. Johnnie Anderson
826 S. 4th St., Murray-
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:Vittrray Ledger & Times Editor
News about to egi cwoluiial hanky-
panky, drones on the ppyroll„
extravagant expense accounts and
other scandal under the Capitol dome is
embarrassing to Congress as a whole,
and hearing it inspires neither pleasure
nor pride in the American people. The
silver lining is that bad publicity is the
fuel of reform.
But unjaopyjadijflesfromt
'House-of Representatives must inspire
more than blushes if the corrective
system is going to-work. A 15-month--
effort by a House committee on reform
went out the windowwhen a majority of
representatives objected to one thIlig or
another in its reconunehdatioris for
change. The net result, then,- is one
more scandalous failing - the inability
of the House to put itself. in order.
This has been an uphill struggle all
along. Though members of Congress
are either Democrats or jlepublicans,
most of them lean toward- absolute
monarchy when it comes to the
prerogatives of their Washington jobs.
Almost any reform putting a tighter
rein over an individual member's
power to run his own office and staff as
he sees fit must overcome a built-in
lethargy.. Resentment toward yielding
any personal prerogatives could be
expected; but the public has a right to
expect a sacrifice of those prerogatives
when they are beingabused. - --
Rep. David R. Obey, the Wisconsin
Democrat who headed the reform
group, says many members of
Congress are piqued at the news
coverage which resulted when the
House decided recently- to make a
public-record of expense aceonnta-This
has made it obvious that some
lawmakers are straining the definition
of official business to justify expenses.
So what? The purpose of going public
with such records was to put people on
the spot when they invent ludicrous
explanations for spending the public's
cati`t hurt Congress or any
-
public body if the facts brought to light
shot that elected- officials are being
prudent and judicious_ with the powers
they exercise. If Congress favors an
open gowernment, and we-think it does,
its responsibility is to Make sure there
is nothing labide in the back roohis of
congressional suites.
Speaker Tip O'Neill is Upset at the 252'
to 160 vote that seems to 'have blocked
action on the reform proposals for the
current session, and he ought to be.
"Fhe public wants this place cleaned
up," he declared. So it does, and the
approach of an election year should be
making members of Congress nervous.
Most Americans would like to believe
that the man orwoman who represents
them in Congress is not keeping a
double set of books and is sincerely
interested in creating an efficient
lawmaking body: -Indeed, the- niajoi ity-
of the 435 House members doubtless fall
in that category. What that majority
must come to realize is that the abuses
of a few are going to hurt everyone until
the rules and procedures which permit
thOse abuses are changed. -
Low- Down FROM THE
By J oct:ru ton
Congressional
Record
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Hits Neighbor Kids
Use As Energy Spys
REP. BUD SHUSTER (Pa.) ". . . A
WRTA radio editorial- by Lou H.
Murray, Vice. president . put in
proper perspective the Carter
administration's "Youth Energy
Program," I commend it to my
colleagues:"
Now Comes the "Carter Youth- - To
Spy on Mommies and Daddies The
Carter Administration has come -up -
with a plan straight out of Nazi
Germany: Hitler used the kids to spy
on Mornmie and Daddy.. the Carter
Company is considering using our kids
to check up on our compliance with
their energy edicts._ It will be called
"The President's Youth Energy
Program" and it would recruit local
youth groups and schools to send
volunteers out ,to check on their
neighbor's energy • use practice. The
"Team Manual" published with
taxpayer funds suggests that the youths
start on the outside; checking off.
energy problems like tire pressure On
the family car.
Then the little snoopers would knock
,on your door.-. . tell you your "outside
score" and offer to come.in and check
the inside of your house. In somethilig
between 45 minutes and an hour,
Carteek Junior version of the Nikon
raters irtf;entamr rentrontrublusevidff- ti er yonrholiserom -
p
•
water level in your toilet tank. Since _a
great percentage of our crimes are
committed .by youth, think of the
excellent opportunity these young
White House sponsored snoopers will
have to "case the joint."
The White House says the plan is-not
designed to turn the kids into
government Snoopers, spying on their
neighbors, or even their parents for the
Efesident. Maybe and maybe not, bat
to us the whole 'idea of giving our kids a
government check list is repulsive to
everything this country stands for, and
anyone who could think of such a
scheme is someone to watch very
carefully. The plan is scheduled to go
into effect the first of the month. . .
unless enough - pressure from citizens
forces the President to stop it.
The Parents of America should call a
halt to this Carter Caper by refusing to




How silly ca. the White House
planners get? Few citizens will allow
teenagers to rummage through: their
homes. And what will happen to the
YOUTH ENERGY PROGRAM





What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT - A device
that permits gardeners, fish-
ermen, hunters and others to
sit down whenever they'wish..
Manufacturer's claim - That
this squatting equipment
weighs only 2 pounds, is belted
around the waist and carried
unobtrusively from the middle•
of the back almost to the knees
... that,. Mien standing be-
comes tiresome, the wearer
. _squats and has. restful wood-
- _en seat a short distance from
the ground- ...Abet it .is espe-
cially valuable for weeding and
cultivating, since it permits.
working in either position. ..
and that it is guaranteed for
one year.
THE PRODUCT A flow
control for a shower.
Manufacturer's claim -.That
- - this roriterkl reduces the.amount
.ef . water used for a .shower
• _ _from 6 gallons per minute to 3
while maintaining pressure -in
the .shower head . . that, it
in minutes into standard
pipes and shower heads without
the necessity of a plumber . .
and that it was tested in the
research laboratories of Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute.
THE PRODUCT - A new
three-surface corner brace.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this brace is specifically de-
-signed for do-it-yourselfers
that it is meant to reinforce
cabinets, drawers, tables,
benches, chests, tool boxes, etc.
. .. that it is made of solid,
one-piece, zinc-plated steel and
fits inside corners perfectly .
and that inside application pro-
vides solid reinforcement while
THE PROINCT_- Mini-pan-
cling one-third the size of
standard 4 by 8 sheets. '-
Manufacturer's claim - That
this pre-unshed hardboard
plank is 16 inches by 8 feet,
with tongue-and-grooved edges
to simplify fitting . . that a
room with a short end wall can
be made--toft ealt_larger by in-
stalling these planks horizontal-
ly ... and that it is an ex-
cellent "one person" material,
since the planks are easy to
handle. •
.
THE PRODUCT - A product
to increase the efficiency of
free-standing, fireplaces, wood.
stoves and space heaters.
Manufacturer's claim - That
the device is installed easily on
the vent stack of a free-stand-
ing fireplace, stove or heater
... that, as combustion is
drawn out the stack, it passes
--through a system of 24 heat ex-
change tubes without inter-
fering with normal exhaust .
that the item minimises hot
and cold spots in the room and
reduces the- amount- of fuel
needed.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang 's handbook, Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this' news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N. J.
076661.
(The squatter is manufac-
tured by Mr. T Industries,
Westerlo, N.Y. 12193; the flow
control by B.-4 241 Anther
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11235;
the corner brace by The Stan-
ley Works, 195 Lake SL,.Netiz
Britain, Comm.; the nnini-etatiel-
ing by Marlite-Masonite Corp.,
Dover, Ohio 44622; and the fire-
place item by Gateway In-
dustries, 9701 Penn Ave. South,
Bloomington, Minn. 55431.)
Fiber glass insulation does
. With all the talk about sav-
ing fuel through adequate in- • _
sulation, many-fiiiMeowners
may overlook some of its
other benefits.
'the
-.Manville Insulation Center. a 
For walls in an 
existing





ally be required to ad4 insula-
fully insulated home will - In a new house under con-
ws
sores can be removed. These
,
members all year long. Chill- , _ o1 the wall sere still open. the: . sentative of an owner's poor table Ina friend's house which
struction, where the insidesprovide Comfort for family things may be seen as repre-' Q. --I-recently saw an oak
ing drafts can be reduced dur- in the attic, but less than rec. • home
owner  or contractor taste that might not be obvious ippeared to have white paint in
ing the winter while tiring ommended standards, use a can 'i
nstall the insulation by at first glance. the large pores of the wood. My
heat remains outdoors on-he Special -add:ort” insulation stapling-the 
flanges of the in- -The _Noun& about the _friend called this a pickled ef-t-- --
hottest summer days. such ..-.14(th1154$4.411v-iiie's 
sulation batt or roll to theex- house should be heat: One fend- fect but had-tai=idea howit was
-  4-- = ly visited their empty house to • -.. -dime Dpyou-knevr--4,--•
And dOTI't forget to insu- see why' it had not been rented A.,- Thew are several ways
late the home's water heater. and they were astonished to -
-where precious fuel escapes find a mass of junk in their
backyard. An old cabinet and,
all year long. A simple clo-it-
Unlike other attic insula- stove that had been replacedyourself Wale Heater Insu- for. a previous tenant was stilltions, which are bulky and latiiiti :Kit 'from Johnst• cluttering the yard, and it had was coated with an application 11743. Questions of general in-cumbersome to transport Manville is especially de- been the former tenant's re- of the white finishing material terest will be answered in the
from the store or lumber signed for this purpose. sponsibility for removal, some- used to cover the wild grain of column, but individual replies
-sted.temperetures.M homes yard, Johns- anvi e .
Hires How 
House Rental Market Is Selective
By VIN'IAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
House rentals have reached
the saturation point in some
- temmunities, and scene people•
are concerned that their plans
to retire to a house they en-
joyed before a job transfer may
need to be modified. One bene-
fit of renting a house instead of
selling it has been the ease of
paying off a mortgage as one
lives and conducts one's busi-
ness in another community.
When many houses are avail-
able, competition is keen, and
It is important to keep a house
- m marketable condition. To at-
,tract a tenant, it should look
-homelike and easily maintained. .
- economy is a big factor -
and the, first impression is ir5t7
portant. It should give an easy-
care impression before the
would-be tenant enters the
building. In talking with some-
prospective tenants and a real
estate broker about first im-
pressions, certain factors per-
sisted in their criticism of some.
homes.
-The color of the house can
be a big drawback, two house
:""*Seekers said. Their views in-
dicate it is ,difficult to rent a
bouse painted in a far-out color.
One family refused even to an- -
tow a house that was painted a _
deep yellow. Primary colors
should be carefully chosen so
they are not overwhelming, one
real estate person commented.
Pastels and pale colors are
safe, and time-tested, early
American deep colors are ac-
eeptabie in some communities- -
,White and pale grey may be
the safest colors, if one is in
doubt. It is a--good idea not to
try to mix an unusual color
- paint or to let a painter inter-
pret the color for you.
-Attention-getters on lawns
such as fake wishing wells or
little plastic animals and un-
usual name signs that might
have been left by previous tert-
.-itz-ftS may put tiff a - potent*
tenant even though such eye-
time the family moves in. to notice that the garage looks
-Outdoors shouldn't be a mesay, or that the house needs
tree nor should garden and some work, or that certainwn.s look as if they will need bushes or whatever should be
professuinal care. Long drive- pruned to snake the hews look
s that need snow plowing prettier outside and brighter
Often full rentals, but this prob- inside.
ler. is usually resolved by the When it becomes a renter's
person who wants a long drive- • -market and there are many
wry. houses to see, many people
It's a good idea for an owner__ may not go farther than a look
to visit a house after a tenant at the house from a car. If they
moves out if it is laassible. Real....._don't like what they see in tha8--
estate persons may be too busy first glance, they'll keep going.
Re's the Answer Iffo
By ANDY LANG
A_Newskatures
Q. - The house we recently
MOved into has embossed vinyl
- Doering' on the kitchen floor.
We do not like the color or de-
sign and intend install new
sheet vinyl flooring. Can it be
"put on right over the old floor-
lag?.
A. - No. While sheet vinyl
can be installed over nearly all
surfaces, there.-aca_ two
ceptions. One is. when the old
vinyl is cushioned:Ike other i5.
when it is embossett_.,
Q. - 1 have bewt-leilltninng
written instructions, taken from
an old magazine, about re-
finishing some furniture. The
instructions say to use non-rub-
bing varnish. My hardware
dealer says a-so-called stain
sheen varnish he sells is the
same thing Is it?
A. -- Yes. Remember, how-
ever, that any non-rubbing var-
-- nish should not be sanded, so-
be sure the final coat is applied
in a dust-free atmosphere.
What is usually done is to use
• regular vauthsh for the first one
or IWO COats, Sanding lightly to
remove irregularities, then use
the rel fi-rubb1ng varnish- for the
top coat.
t s quiet a
Another benefit of fiber
glass insulation. reports the
Insulation center, is sound
absorption. A fully insulated
home will be quieter. In addi-
tion, heating and cooling
equipment won't have to
work as hard to'maimain de-
tatted.
Since the attic is usually
the biggest energy waster in
Ms./ionic, that.:s-where insur,
lation-should first be added._
Although there might_be_.
some attic insulation already
present. chances-are it
doesn't meet today's higher
thermal standards. walls
-Most- authorities recom-
mend R-30 attic insoletion,_





sistance to heat flow.
Adding on
- -If there is some insulation
ReInsu unfaced R-19 insu-
lation. Simply roll it out on
. top of casting attic insula-
tion.
pression packaged into
heavy-duty kraft bags. Con-
sequently, the homeowner
can fit imire of it a truck
orsar. and carry it v-tiffi ease._
Other Important places to
insulate in -iddition '-tbe =
atiic are floors over unheated
crawl spaces. .and exterior
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budgct.
- we entry
a full ORO eh
r Ben Franklin Fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
-Wood S, Coal-Stoves
r Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items.
Stop in arid discuss your fireplace 'needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank financing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, !Cy.
753-4150
Remodeling a kitchen?-lluilding
- home? let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan-
your new kitchen using custom
built cabinetry from Coppes-
Nagiance, Merillat or RNiera.
No matter what your style
preference might be - Con-
temporary — Colonial _ or
Traditional, we have them all.
Choose from Cherry, . Maple,
Ping, Pecan and Oak. Stop by
/bit; modern 4towroom and
see "Quality like It Used To
what you want if you ask for it
that way. Be sure you get the
-White, since - there Is also a
clear type. Before you apply it,
thin it about 20 percent with
turpentine or mineral spirits.
Once it is put on, wait a few
minutes, then rub i,t well into
the pores and wipe off thor-
oughly. After it has dried for
about 24 hours, apply the dew-
ed top coat. This method works
only on raw wood from which
'the old finishing material has
--been' removed, otherwise the
• -white pigment will not sink into
the pores.
I have replaced a Waih--
er in a kitchen faucet three
times, but the leak continues.
What is wrong?
A. - It may be that the
valve seat, on which the wash-
presses, is pittid. When ffar'
occurs, the seat can be d
with the use of a valve seating
tool sold in hardware stores.
_Once in a while, even this
doesn't Work- because a tiny
-piece Of -The -faucet- seat may
have corroded off. Unless you
have a very old faucet, the seat
can be .rernoved with an alien
wrench, inserting it into . the
seat and turning it co-linter-
clockwise. The seat then can be
screwed out. Take it to the
store and get one the same
size. If the seating tool doesn't
work and you are unable to re-
move the seat to replace it, you
probably need a new faucet.
to obtain this kind of appear-
ance. Here's one that worked
well some years ago. After the
wood was thoroughly sanded, it
1F-or-either -of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Make Simple Plumb-
ing Repairs" or "Wood Finish-
ing in the Home," send 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-ad-
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N. Y.
t it are adequately- - Masa inSttlattenS 














-A neat driveway and the
house path are essential to the •• • , • - • . ...• • • • ., • . .
trim look. Little things turn . „ . • . • • . • •-••-:•" • . • *.•;,;•• • ••„
people off; _Paint peeling on • • • • .' • • • • : • .; : • . • • .. • • •, •..s.•••
shutters;, cracked glass in a
doer to tfieliouse--, (patio in
disrepair. House hunters see all
disrepair as a burden, even
though the real estate people
--, might promise-that everything
266A. would be in top condition by the
INSTALLING SI TO TWELVE inches of fiber glas.
attic insulation is an easy do-it-yourself project. Be
sure to open each bundle only when and where Oil
plan to use it, though, the CertainTeed Home Institute
energy experts suggest, since the insulation expand. to
many times its compressed packaged size.
owItti till
,4141010 At
nus U•11011APIKI Florida fain* home offers a centrally.
loeatiltDiving-dining area tihieh.is extended by a front porch
ands rear patio.Plan HAIOIOR by Jan Reiner is an all-masonry
construction on a concrete floor slab with a floor plan that
provides 1,300 square feet plus the screened patio and porch.
Thig home requires a lot that is a nunimurn of 90 feet by 125 feet.
For more information, write to the architect-enclosing a •
stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 1000 - 52nd Street North,



















Mattress and Box Springs
Mis-Matched Ticks
FULL SIZE SET - $1 I OP°
OREN SIZE SET --1600
.KING SIZE SET $200°'






More than 350 students, teachers and staff steod tirOadly on April 10, 1928, to be photographed irefront -of-their
marvelous new Training School at Murray State Teachers College. It was their first semester in their new quarters.
The date is probably correct, as it was written on a similar photograph apparently made the sante day.
One of the-fineSt in the Southland, the deep red brick structure, trimmed irewhite'stone, had been built in 10 mon-
ths. Construction was started in the spring& 1927-fifty years ago-and it was completed in January, 1928. -
On Saturday morning January 28, 1928, the Training Schdill students and teachers all Moved into their bright and
shining school. Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of Murray State Normal School, had been president since May 1, 1926.
At that time, Dr. John W. Caul:first president of Murray State, became dean.
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Tax Commissioner t-e.4.-ierie State- Representativotrout Calloway County. As president, Dr. Can had.teanned
_
up with Dr. Wells and the Board of Regents in planning for the training of teachers in the early days of the "Normal
School."
The Louisville Courier-journal in an article-on January 31, 1939, paid tribute to _State Representative Lee Clark:`''It
was Clark who guided through the Legislature of 1926 the bill that gave Murray College its largest single ap-
propriation - $400,000--for the erection of the huge auditorium and Teachee_Traieing School."
Since it was impossible to identify all of the persons in the above photograph, only seine of the staff, ad-
ministrators, and teachers have been identified. The writer is indebted to Mrs. Ruby (Keeney) Pool, first secretary of
the Training School, for assistance in identifying some of those in the back row, next to the building.. _
Training School Homecomers WIO
By L. J. HORTIN
Almost 50 years agd; on January 28, 1928, Dean John W.
"Carr worte in his diary that the Training School on that day
Saturday) moved into its new building on the campus of
Murray State Normal School and Teachers College. The
founder of the college, Dr. Rainey T. Weis, was-president.
-On October 28-29, -1977,-a -thousand -.graduates, . former
students teachera_and frigudi of the Grand Old School nay
attend the Homecoming festivities on the campus of the
Teaining School. Gene since -October 24;1974, the revered
edifice will be remetribered by a Conunemorative Marker
now being constructed where the Training School students -
king ago - entered their School.
But most of all, it will be remembered in the hearts of the
boys and many of whom havegained fame, aed fortune
and success which y, as students,- SO diligently strove to
achieve.
The story of the Training School cannot be told without
recalling the beginnings of the college itself, for Murray
State Normal School Was essentially chartered as a training
school for teachers.
TWO NEW SCHOOLS NEEDED IN 1921
It all started in the fall of 1921 when the Kentucky
Educational Commission reported to Governor Edwin P.
Morrow: "Kentucky will never have an adequate supply of
professional teachers unless More and better teacher-
- trahting -schools are created:" • • •
Consequently, the Commission recommended that two new
schools, -in addition to Eastern at Richmond and Western at
Bowling Green, be created and located - one in eastern
Kentucky and one inwestern kentuck37-.
On March 8, 1922, Senate Bill No. 14, signed by Governor
Morrow, became the first Charter of Murray State and
Morehead State (Normal Schools). It-was "An Act to provide
for the establishment of two normal schools for the training
of . . . elementary teachers, and appropriating moneys for
the maintenance and operation thereof."
On September -24, 1923, Murray State -Normal - School -
opened its doors in the Murray High School building with Dr.
John Wesley Carr as president.- There were 202 students -67
men and 135 women. Only 87 were of college rank. The others
were of high school level. All were studying for the teachers
certificate.
One of the most Significant steps that made the Training
School possible was the establishment and appointment in
1924 of a Board of Regents for Murray State Normal School.
Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett, laughter of President Wells, was
a member and the secretary of this first Board of Regents:.
Others on this Board were: McHenry Rhoads, 'chairman; G.
Prentice Thomas, Jarnes F. Wilson, and Thomas H. Stokes.
Possibly the first official action that led to the
establishment and growth of the Training School took plate
on April 14, 1924. At their first meeting, the first -Board of
Regents of Murray State Normal School appointed a special
committee to plan a training program for teachers. The
special committee recommendedthat "Training School" be
organized with classes in the Murray High School Building
during the 1924 summer session.
Dr. Cart's personal diary credits "June 16, 1924
(Monday)" as the date of the "Opening of the Training
School." His handwritten notation-fa underscored to show he -
attached a great deal of significance to the date.
EXPERIMENTAL "TRAINING SCHOOL"
IN JUNE, 1924
Whether or not the planners envisioned the Training
School as it later became, of course, cannot be pin-pointed. In
any event, on June 16, 1924, the experimental summer
session "trailipig school": was started for grades 1-8 in the
Murray HigM.chool, and all expenses were paid by the
Murray State Normal School.
Teachers for this 1924 session were listed as follows: Miss
Bertie Manor, first and second grades; Miss Ada T. Higgins,
third and fourth grades; Mrs. Klyde. Vaughan, fifth and sixth
grades; and Miss Mary S. Mulligan, seventh and eighth
grades. Enrollment in each 2-grade section was 24-29, with a
total of 111 students. The "temporary" principal was Miss
Mulligan, and Mrs. Vaughan was a "temporary" teacher.
Designed to give city and county beards a chance to see
how a training school operates, the summer.- experiment"
was adjudged to be excellent for students, beards and
parents. They all thought it demonstrated that practice
teaching - with SliperVigiefl - would be advantageous to the
children.
believed in securing the best possible training system for who completed their training in 1925 and received three-year
teachers. Both men, Wells and Carr, privately and publicly, „teaching certificates. Many were students from Murray and
paid tribute, again and again, to the cooperation and spirit of Calloway County and they were qualified to teach or to enter
mutual support that existed between the townspeople and college. Some were adult teachers who were attending so
Murray State. • • • that their teaching certificates could be renewed.
Nowherte-wasthis cooperation more evident than it was irr-- ,.....Courses in "teacher education" were available so that
eorinecticerstrith the development of the Training School, The teachers who had only eiehth Fade education could secure
townspeople had raised 21171000 to buildthe Normal Building renewal-of 'teaching certificates. Those with eighth grade
( Wrather and to establish- the lie* Seho-oTib-Mlirray. -eau-at-on had been teaching -ongtertificates granted by
Then the City School provided quarters for opening the school taking an examination.
-.in their -building. Their chilchen attended flee "training • in the beginning, Muffay State Normal School offered only
school sessions," anctlater attended the college itself._ courses through the luntor college level - two years. Its,.
Following the successful "experimental" training school • purpose was to train teachers for elementary schools. Dr.
session in the summer of 1924, _plans were made to operate Frank' R_Bachman -of- Rockefeller Foundation and chief of
the Training School the folloWing year,1924-252 - • staff of the Kentucky Educatianal-Survey stressistithit fact in
oiiTd CO-iinettiOri With the eity -khdols DI l'AdrebS • addresling the. MfirrayNcirmat %tufty Meeting on March 28,
with the City Superintendent as Director of Teacher Training igst
(part-time). Teachers were appointed as Training School The chief need of the State is a school to train elementary
teachers who were approved by each board. School children teachers," Bachman said, according to the faculty minutes,
could be placed in these classrooms or in the regular system. "This should be the object or job of Murray State Normal
NOTES BY MISS EMMA J. HELM School." Then the educator added this advice: "Most Normal
Miss Emma J. Helm, who later became the first president Schools are over-ambitious. Murray State Normal School
of the Murray State Alumni Association, joined the Training must avoid this.. . Plan the work for a certain grade, then go
-School faculty in 1924. into that grade and actually teach this in the Practice School
Mrs. • Alice Bea Roberts Hopkins, 223 South 12th Street, with the Normal class observing."
Murray, who received her BS degree from Murray State in Apparently President Carr and his faculty got the
1939, has a valuable scrapbook given to her by Miss Helm's message, for the fatuityminutes on June 9, 1924, had this
niece, Georgia English. In the scrapbook, Miss Helm wrote entry: "Announcement of the siuniner model school was
"Murray State Normal Training School opened September 8, read and approved.: The, experimental training school
1924." The apparent discrepancy in this date .as compared opened June 16,1924. (ft will be-notecithat many names were
with Dr. Cart's date of June 16; 1924, may possibly be ex-- used besides "training school" --Practice school, model
plained by the-fact that the June 16 summer session was "ex - school, demonstration school. Later were to come Murray
perimental" and not necessarily permanent. Normal School, Murray Training School, Murray College
Miss Helm's 'diary on the 1924-25 year continues: "School High, Murray State University School, and Laboratory
consisted of three departments; 1 and2 taught by Miss Bertie School. In this article, the general term "Training School" is
Manor, 3 and 4 by Miss Ada Higgins, 5 and 6 by Miss Emma used inteference to the entire concept and institution.)
J. H. Hutchinson, Superintendent of •Murry School BIG CHANGES FOR TRAINING
-also Supervisor of Normal Training School. - - - - -  SCHOOL AFTER4926
"For first 9 months the sohool was in the High School Significant changes took place in Murray State just before
Building. Dr. J. W. Carr, president of the Normal. Names of and after 1926. Dr. Rainey T. Wells became president on May
student teachers: Norman Galloway, Edward Neihoff. A. K. 1, 1926, and Dr. Carr resigned to become dean. In 1926 the
Hayden, Jewell Cox, Eva McDaniel, Charlie Rob Cochran, name was changed from Murray State Normal School to
Veanon Denam. .• Murray State Normal School and Teachers College. It now
"Pupils in 5 B Grade: Frank Ryan, Joseph Newton Berry, was qualified to grant degreesas well as certificates.
H. B. Bailey, Wilburn Dickerson, Harold Starks, Pat Rogers, W. J. Caplinger, superintendent of the Murray City
Wilmat Hill, James Herndon, Dorothy Ables, Helen Ezell, System, became Supervisor of. the Training School in the
Thelma Jones. _ . 1925-26 year, beginning a term of 20 years combining the
"6 B Grade: James Swann, James Shelton, Jesse Dick, position with the chairmanship of the. Department of
Maretle Ward, Eva Grey Ward, Grace Hooper, • Samuel Education and Student Teaching. He exerted a tremendous
Adams, Ophelia Gardner, Virgil Boyd, Herbert Nance, influence on the growth and development of the Training
Velvirr Allbritton, Treman McCuiston, Benton Hatcher, School as well as on education in the city, county, and
Alrneda Skinner. --- district.
_ "Iva Lee Skinner, Mary Lou Outland, Hugh Wells, Garvin .• On February 25, 1926, while he was Presiiient,.Dr. Carr had
Finney, Brent McNutt, Chailes DackerY, 3osePh Wincfiestett" -cilifbrred iirlAnkfort with The then-Tat- Commissioner
Vera Starks, Frances Jones, A. L. Bailey, Harmon Whitneil, Rainey Wells. "Agreed on an appropriation of $125,000 per
Glenn Hodge, Ewan Farmer, Pat Rowland, 'Marshall yearjor two years," Dr. Carr wrote in his diary. About that
Walker." ( The spelling is Miss Helm's). Mrs. Hopkins was a time, the Regents and the State . Legislature were being
fifth and sixth grade student and later, a student teacher of requested to construct a new Training School building. ---
Miss Helm. It was in 1926 that Lee Clark and Dr. Wells guided through
J. H. HUTCHINSON, FIRST SUPERVISOR the State Legislature the bill that appropriated $400,000 for
Other records reveal • that James H. Hutchinson. as. "improvements" for Murray State.. These "improvements"
superintendent of Murray City Schools, suggested. in 1923 included two new buildings - the Teacher Training School
before the School opened, that there might be some legal and a huge, beautiful Auditorium (Lovett Auditorium).
difficulty with operating two schools in the-same building. So. - Note: In 1924, Wells and Clark had secured the enactment
with the approval of the-State Board of Education and die . of the millage tax that provided funds for all State schools,
Murray Board of Education, Dr. Carr was elected including $134,967.73 for Murray Normal.
Superintendent of Murray City Schools, and Mr. Hutchinson Construction work was started on the new Training School
became Assistant Superintendent and Supervisor of the building in the Spring of 1927-50 years ago. It was completed
Training School. All details, of course, in the Murray City in January, 1928, and the School moved in on Saturday,
system were handled by Assistant Superintendent January 28, 1928.
Hutchinson - In the 1927 Shield, college yearbook, Dr. Carr wrote: "On. .
Before the 'first Training Schnol Building Was er'eCted, the cornpletidn dl the new Training School Building newt fall;
"training school" classes were copducted in three buildings: the-Training School will be expanded into one of. the greatest
1924-25 - In Murray High building, James H. Hutchinson, - schools of its kind in the South. Ample opportunities will be
supervisor afforded for practice teaching for the first primary grade to
1925-26- In-the Adininistretnew Wrathee  the nater year in high school."
Hall), W. J. Caplinger, superintendent of -11urray 
c 
ity MT-Woods has reported that the total cost of the building,
exclusive of furnishings, was 6148,711. The J. T. Jackson
Lumber Company of Lexington had the contract for the
building, and the Redmodieating Company of Louisville did
the Plumbing. Harris-Beyer Electrical Company did the
'wiring. (This writer has no record or the cost of the
furnishings.i. •
The_college. Murray. Calloway County and the reeled Were
lirsouLat.theirlifftroans hnd 19, 19'alnitag 
Schools, Supervisor of the Training School and .,Chairman of
the.ctepartment of Education and Student TeaChing. ( A total
period of 20 years). .-
1926-28 - In Wilson Hall, W. -J. Caplinger, Supervisor.
Dr. Ralph Woods' History of Murray State University
indicates that daring to first three )ears, 1924-27: the -
Roth- President Carr and Tax Commissioner Rainey T.- • currieulum Um eleventh and twelfth grades included-
:10.11rWerellarter testi/el:3'rd fortrigt9011.4.0-4r01-----coursel to mudify perserteeebeeeme-Weetwa. e-There weee_511--
wilts:each Consisting of a classiSorn, three practice rooinS,
and an office for the critic teacher. There were four
modernly equipped laboratories, a large library, two rooms
for the Art Department, eight standard classrooms and office
space. -
THE SHIELD WAS PART OF
TRANiNG SCHOOL _
Three Shields in stone-tect-'ateritkie frant- and entrance -
one the keystone indhearcliwarandtiwainsidatbsseratraace---
door. The three-starred Shield had already been adopted by
the Board ofitegepts as the official emblem of Murray State.
The design was adapted from the Shield of the House of
Murray in Scotland. The City of•Mintay andsubSequentlPthe •-• e
College .were nampi for Congressman Murray o Wadesboro,
whose ancestor; were mexnbéñ dflhe old Murray f Moray):
Clan of Scotland. -
At the time tbeNew.Training_Schoot %jading was occupied
January 28, 1928, the faculty was increased to 17 members.
Mr.,. Caplinger, continued as director of Teacher Training,
according to Dr. WOods'.historY• • • .
There were three major divisions in the Training School -
Grade, Junior High and Senior High.
Mrs. Jo Lovett, who authored a section in Dr. Woods' book,
noted that W. J. Gibson became the first principal. Each
grade had a competent critic teacher, and the cla s were
used for observation and practice teaching.
.. The first semester enrollment was approximately 360
students, and subsequent numbers were held tea range of 350
to 400 students.
PRINCIPALS, DIRECTORS, SUPERVISORS
A certain amount of variety exists in the records
concerning the titles held by the persons in charge of the
Training School. Mr. Hutchinson was usually referred to as,
"Supervisor," while Mr. Caplinger wis referred to as
supervisor, 'director, department chairman and
superintendent in his various capacitiesat the Training
School, College and City System.
Mr. Gibson was credited with being-the first to have the- -
title of ',principal." He also was teacher of history and-Latin-
in the Training School and later was Librarian and teacher of
Library Science in the College.
Principals, directors, and supervisors of the Training
School from 1928 to 1670; in the Training School Building and
New University School Building:
W. J. Gibson, 1928-29, principal
W. J. Caplinger, 1925-1945, director, supervisor
J. W. Compton, 1929-1934, principal - -
Cannon Graham, 1934-1944, principal; 1944-48, director
John Robinson, 1948-1952, director
Esco Gunter, 1952-1954, principal
Roy Steinbrook, 1954-1956, director
Mac G. McRaney, 19%4959, director
Wilson Gantt, 1959-1963, director
- • MenteriShownfla63,4923, principal- •
Janice Hooks, 1972-1976, principal
On December 4-8, 1928, Dean Carr !;ftttended the meeting
of the Southern Association at Ft. Worth, Texas. . . On
Thursday, MSTC admitted to full membership in the
Southern Association" . excerpt from Dr. Cart's diary.
Doubtless, the new Training Schdol played a large role in
gaining accreditation. -
• By December " 1, 1931, the Great Depression had-dePleted.
the operational funds of Murray State Teachers College. (In
1930, by action of the General 'Assembly, the words "Normal
School" were dropped and it became Murray State Teachers
College.).
DEPRESSIONCAUSED CURTAILMENT
Faculty members taught without pay from December.
1931, to May, 1932. To reduce costs, President Wells initiated
measures that led to the discontinuance of Grades 10, 11, and
12, and summer sessions at the Training School. Students
were SWit40 city and county schools, and teachers were given
indefinite leaves of absence.
With Dr. Carr as president again (1933-36), the senior high
was re-established on September 11, 1934. Cannon Graham
writ principal, and Clifton ,Thurman. Murray State alumnus,
was the first man teacher in the Training School. Thurmantaught math and coached basketball.
EVENTFUL YEARS: 1936 to 1968
Dr. James' H. Rictuncind became president in 1936 and
served during the War Years until his death in 1945'.. These, were difficult times for the College and Training School. The
College enrollment was down to 322- in 1943 and tans for
-
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ere arrangement was discontinued in 1959.
Each classroom contained two grades and the builcling was
360 over-crowded. A priority list was set up in 1959 for the first
350 six grades and the name of . the School was changed to
"Murray College High." In 1948, Murray* State College
became the efficial name of the college. -
rds In addition to limiting enrollment in Grades 1-6-, the
the Murray College High raised fees for rooms, tuition, and
as, supplies. Increased fees, enrollment priorities, class size
as restrictions and decreased emphasis on athletics have been
nd cited as reasons for the small enrollment in the Training
ing School (College High ) in the 60's.
With Wilson Gantt as director, 1959-1963,111'd Mr-s. Lillian
theLuny as Joreign language teacher, a modern, efficient
in language laboratory was installed. New science lifioratories
r of were completed in- 1964. The language and science
laboratories were described as "the equal of any in the state
ing of Kentucky."
and Vernon Shown was principal from 1963 to 1972 In the 60's
the Training School Building was needing some repairs
and renovation, and in October, 1965, the students and faculty
learned a bond issue would provide funds for a complete
renovation.
Next came the announcement in 1966 that Murray State
College had become Murray State University, a title it holds
today. Governor Edward T. Breathitt signed the bill on
February 26, 1966, making the new title the law of Kentucky.
COLLEGE HIGH BECOMES
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
At-that time. — 1966 "'Murray College High" became
Murray State University School. Dr. Ralph H. Woods, whose
ting presidency began in 1945, was still the president. A proposed.
On plan for a merger of the University School With the Murray
the City System was discussed by a committee during 1966-67.
rY• Records indicate the plan was not adopted.
e in Meanwhile plans for complete renovation of the Training
School Building were being amended. Mr. Shown, director of
the University School, and Dr. Donald B. Hunter, chairman
of the department of education, led a successful movement to
expand as well as renovate.
There would be a new addition which would include: a 520
seat auditorium; complete projection, lighting and sound
systeln;- --dressing-rooms for theatrical productions; health-
and driver education; 800 seat gymnasium; music library,
choral room, band room and office; a modern cafeteria, and
six elementary classrooms — carpeted, air-conditioned and
equipped with observation booths.
. Construction on this "New University School," adjacent to
the old-Training School, began in the summer of 1967. It was
occupied in the fall of 1969. Dr. Harry M. Sparks, 1968-1973,
who had been a member of the faculty of Murray State for 16
years, became the fifth president of Murray State University
in January, 1968. He and Dr. Richmond had been State
Superintendents of Public Instruction in Kentucky before
assuming the presidency of Murray State.
The cost of the new New University School was $1„718,275.
Of this amount $1,306,000 was paid from general obligation .
funds. The -remainder of the cost, $412,275, was paid from
Consolidated Educational Building Revenue Bonds, Series D.
• rrt, 9811;tfterdireeter-seekniseraity.Sakaol„lk._









' Mrs. Pool served as secretary of the Training R-hool for four y_ears, beginning Mardi 28, 1928—just a- few days '
before the photograph was made. Mrs. Pool retired on *December 31, 1974, after serving the School and University ,
for 35 years and 10 months_
Back Row, left to right Ruby (Keeney) Pool (directly under the third window left of the entrance) Mrs. Pauline
Johnston, teacher and wife of the late Prof. R. A. Johnston (directly. under the "Teachers"- writing in white); Miss
Margaret campbell, teacher of High-school history. (directly-under the second window left of the edrance). Miss
.Bertie Manor, first grade teacher (directly under left pane of first window); Miss Nadine Overall, teacher of HighSchool Latin (with hat); Mrs. Reba Brown Miller, teacher (with the white hat); Miss Donnye Clopton, teacher of High.
School English (at the left edge of the entrance); Miss Clara Rimmer, teacher (light hat and cloak); Mr. W. J. Caplinger,
-
RecltFirst
of gfowth in student body, fbllowing the war, and In
expansion in faculty and physical facilities. Accordingly,
there were organizational and structural changes in this
period that affected the Training School.
• In the early years, Murray State had an arrangement
whereby the school students were drawn from specific areas
in the county. Utterbaeic,,Outland, Martins Chapel, Gunnars
Flat and Wells schools were closed-and children-teem-those- -
---districts.wera-bussedIn thP .rf-aining &boa'  •
• The Calloway Board of Education paid a part of the
educational expense and Murray State provided the


















.In the '50's the county and College made another
agreekent. "County Classrooms" were` istablished for
: divided elementary claws. Students /to wished to attend
the Murray. State aPerated rooms w re requiffd to pay
tuition. The Training School eliminated school district
boundaries ahd accepted students from any district,
in'atding Some from out tillhe'cOlinty. ' -
Parents who did dorwish their children tO payTuitIon-could
place their children in the "County Classrooms." The County
Board financed these classes and selected and paid the























- superintendent of Murray City. System, supervisor of the Training School and_ chairman of the eberta7fment of--Education" and Student Teaching fist 20 yeats;-0t2taliey T. Welk, fistmder and president of Murray State 1926-1933
(center of entrance, white shirt, dark Coat and tie).
Continuing the identification after Dr. Wells, left to right one peqon obscured and unidentifiable; next, Miss
Naomi Maple, fifth grade teacher one person not identified; Mrs. Lillian Jones Lowry, teacher and wife qf Dr. C. S.Lowrs (directly in center of first panel of stone entrance frame); next three persons not identified Miss Emma Helm,
teacher of Sixth grade (between first and second window on the right); several women not identified; W. J. Gibson,
first principal of the Training School (white shirt and bow-tie, center of third window right of entrance). Lowry Rains,
student teacher-(under left corner of fourth window right of entrance).
p.-0.1.pster .Buildin
president of Murray State, would recommend to the Board of
Regents that Grades 7-12 be discontinued at the School.
GRADES 7-1E CLOSES JUNE 4, 1970
"The Board of Regents, ( in 19681 decided to discontinue
grades 7-12 in June, 1970, giving the students and faculty two
years to make educational and occupational decisions." The
high cost of operation seemed to be one of the causes of the
action. Dr- Sparks..ilas-explaine'd_that the extremely' rnall 
enrollment in these grades made it impractical to provide the
necessary variety of courses — for the students' as well as for
the observers.
On June 4, 1970, grades 7-12 at the University School were
officially closed. . _ -• - -
It was decided to continue grades K-6 in the new addition to
the Old Training School Building:, Dr- Janice Becks,
associate professor in Instruetion and Learning, was
r-princripal from 197210 1976. She was a member of the faculty
for the Laboratory School, beginning in 2969.
Thus ended an era of a High School — the training School
High — that. had produced graduates, many of whom have-
become leader's in many walks of life. Also hundreds of-
teachers had learned, by observation and participation in the
Training School, the art and goals of their profession.
The Old Training School, which had openeil so gloriously
and brilliantly 42 years earlier, was completely vacated
when the summer session opened in Jund, 1970. All Murray
State University School activities were conducted entirely in
the new addition.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris came to Murray State -
-University-as sixth president on September 15,1973. At that
time he Was-the youngest president of _a major state college
or university in Kentucky history.
President Curris immediately inaugurated a series of
organizational, academic and physical changes -in the
University. New. buildings were planned and completed. New
• courses,- he* departdmits, new faculty, and. new ideas
became a part of the changing life at Murray State
University.
The Old Training Sehool Building had fallen into a state
of disrepair with broken windows, leaking roofs and
deteriorating ceilings and walls. The regents authorized the
dismantling and removal of the structure from the campus
On October 24, 1974, bulldozers and a dismantling crew
moved in, and the Training School Building was no more. It
was 46 years and 9 months since it was occupied January 28.
1928. • 
. .
The University maintenance men were asked to try to
salvage the three "Shields" which were a part of the
masonry in the old Building. The keystone Shield was
cracked bUt all three were saved.
In the spring of 1976, the Training School as an institution
on the campus was abolished. Today the University School
heing-uSed. -at a Student Uelon_while the .12Arry_
Lee Waterfield Student Union is being rebuilt to become the- -- -
University Library. Construction Is expected to start soon on
anew Student Union at Murray State University.
The Early Childhood Center on the MSU campus occupies
the- academic" Wing of the former University School. 'This
centgr.,.has four different early childhood programs in it.
''These- include: The Murray„-Preschool Co-Op,.•w_hich is
directed* MM.. Sara-I-hissing; two-Galloway CountySchool
Corporation Kindergartens which are taught by Miss Venda
Gibson and Mrs. Betty Gore; the Murray Head Start
Program which is directed by Mrs. Sandra May, with Mrs.
Judy Whitten the teacher of the kindergarten class, and Mrs.
Ann Perry, the teacher of the three and four-year olds in the
Home Start Component; and the fourth program is the MSU










Multi-Age clkss (three and four-year old;), which is taught
Dr. Charles May, Chairman of the llepartment of Child
Studies, is the director of the Early Childhood Center.
Among the thousand or more Homecorners who will be
here Oct. 28-29 will.be.rme who were students when the
"elementary grades" were the chief concern of the 207
students who _enrolled on the opening day of Murray State
Nofiffal Seho01 Serkelnber 24, 1923. -
They, will_ recall thamarTay Normal" was chartered
mainly to train teachers for elementary -schools. All of the
enrollees on that opening day were candidates for teaching
certificates.
111. nostalgic memories, at least, the University has "gone
full circle" in this emphasis. For today, the Early Childhood
-Center remains is the chief survivor andremindet of the Old
--Training Sehnel 
So the- old grads as well as the more recent alumni will
stroll by the site of the "Old School" to- inspect the new
marker beside the sidewalk leading to the old front entrance.
Leaves of red and gold, burnished by October sunlight,
perchance Will assuage the painful sense of lass that on-efeels
when his school is gene.
by Dr. Stephen Shechtman.
.1
Marker Being Erected Near Site Of Building
President Constantine
Curris has authorized the
Commemorative Marker now
being constructed. near the
site of the Old Training School
Building. The artist's sketch
.qf the. marker (pictured
below), was done by Mr.
Larry Bartlett, who also
designed the structure. Mr.
Bartlett is director of Campus
Planning.
"The design for the
commemorative structure
was conceived to provide a
-
setting to display, one of the
original stone Sheilds from the
OW "Training School," Mr.
Bartlett explained. "Included
with the Sheild are two bronze
plaques, one of which features
an etched photo of the Old
Training School." -
The designer of the marker
said, "The three triangular
concrete monoliths are




The Shield with the three
stars was adopted as the
official emblem 'of Murray
State Normal Scheel while Dr.
John-W. Carr was president. It
was suggested by Alex G.
Barrett, a member of the
Normal School Commission,
according to Dr. Carr. Murray
State's blue and gold Shield
was adapted - from the
monument and coat-of-arms
of William Murray, Earl of
Mansfield, in Westminster
*Abbey.





Training School, erected in
1928, for forty-two years
provided an environment for
children, youth,. and faculty to
engage in rich learning
experiences and served as a
laboratory tor.,_ students.
preparing to teach." At the
request of Dr. Curris, Dr.
Ruble E. Smith, who was a
teacher at the training school
several years, prepared the
inscription.
Training School Marker
To Be Dedicated Oct. 29
The Training School Commemorative Marker will be
unveiled and dedicated at a brief -ceremony during the
Homecoming Reunion Saturday morning, October 29, at
11: 00 o'clock,
The marker is-being erected directly in front of where
the Old Training School Stood. It is about 9 feet east of N.
16th Street and North of Faeutty Hall. ' ' , •
Dr. Constantine Curris will preside at the dedicatory .
• and unveiling ceremony. The inv_Qcatioo and benediction
will be by State Senator Pat McCuiston. Murray State's
"Alma Mater" will be presented as a trumpet solo by Roy
Tithe. t.
-- DEDICATION PROGRAM
Presiding  Dr. Constantine.W. Curris _
Si ith President of Murray State
Invocation Senator Pat McCuiston
President of MSU Alumni Association, -
Former Student Teacher at the Training School
Dedicatory Rerriarks and Unveiling of Marker 
President Curris
"Alma Mater" Trumpet Solo Roy Tithe - '
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Training School Blessed
With Enthusiatk Students
In addition to a fine building
and an outstanding faculty,
- the -Training School was
blessed with an enthusiastic
student body that took part in
all types of cultural,
Academic, forensic music,
athletic and vocational ac-
tivities-intrarnural as well as
interscholastic.
.'A listing oi clubs and
organizations would include
the following 4481 and possibly
others:
Home Economics Club,




' • Sami, Class Organizations,
Mixed, Latin Club, English
Book Club, Quartet, Sextet,
Grade Student Council, In-
ternational Relations.- -•
Glee Club., Math club,_
French Club, Beta Club;
SPQR Club, McDowell Music
Club, Brass Quartet, Civic
Club, Hiking Club, Woodwind
Quartet, Junior Shield, Golden
• Cistt, Pep Club, A Cappella.
Senior • Council-, - - Junior
• F.H.A., F.B.L.A., World
- -Affairs Club, Who's Who,
-Press Club, T.V. Club, Tri-Hi-
V, Hi-V Club, Art Club, Visual
Aids Club, FFA Club, Ace
Society Club, Marionette Club,
Training School News,
Spanish Oils, Girls' Tr-10:r' 
In sports, the Training
-Srhool kad teams -in fuotbaii,
baseball, track, and tennis at
various stages of the school's
history. The Murray State
Shield in 1940 paid this tribute
to Training School basketball:
"To the Greatest team in the
History of the Training
School." All losses except one
were to the District Winner or
runner-up. "The season closed
by a victory over Murray High
School by a score of 28-26, first
athletic meeting of the two
schools." •
Wells Lovett, grandson of
the founder of the College, Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, was a
member of the team. Also a
member of this team was
Gene Graham, later a Pulitzer
prize winner. Prof. Clifton
Thurman was coach. .
Remarkable success was
achieved in debating and
speech. As early as 1930 the
Debate- Team was described
as "best in Kentucky," ac-
cording to Dr. Woods'
History. Many of thiclebaters
and speakers have since
achieved state-wide ahd
national acclaim.
In .the early days of the
School: the Maypole Dance
was a widely acclaimed event
of the spring season. Miss
Gwendolyn Hayfies, 4314" the
first music teachers, directed
many programs that attracted
district wide attendance.
Among the presentationS of
the Music Department were
Christmas Carols, operettas,
and' all types of special music.
programs.
- Training cchool .students.
especially in the earlier years,
--had essentially  the same
privileges and cultural ad-
vantages that the college
students enjoyed. The
Training School faculty were
listed as apart of the college
faculty and all partieipafed in
the baccalaureate and
Cemeinement exercises.
Agriculture was added to
the Training School
curriculum in 1937. Vocational
Agriculture and the Future
Farmers of America were
recognized as outstanding
components of the growing
Training. School program.
E.B. Howton, who was
professor in the College
Department of Agriculture,
tanght the first classes for two
years along with his regular
college assignments. W.H.
Brooks was appointed next
and he artanged a vocational
agriculture program
organized -the first FFfir
Chapter,
Honors and awards won by
the Agriculture Department
and the FFA. in Kentucky in
1957, 1958, and 1961. Other
similar a waieds included
competition in dairy judging
and public speaking, as well
as in citizenship and
leadership. -
-Other departments of the
School Were :likewise out-
standing.-Art, Languages,.
Di-ama, Speech, Business and
Science, to name a few.
Factors in rernarkable
success of the Training Schoil
program a probably included:
1. The fact that the students
and faculty were an integral




trained "critic" or "super-
vising" teachers; 3. Good
students who were proud to be
taught by well-trained and
suceessfut Leach6rs.. '
and
Twelve Principals, Directors, Supervisors




















Mac G. McRaney •
Director 1956-59
Principal $9948--,
Ave Speakers To Review Golden Years
Of Training School At Reunion Oct. 29
Five speakers, representing five generations of students, will help those at-
tending relive the past at the Training School/College High/University School
rgurnurr scheduled for 5:30 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 29, at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. • -
Scheduled to speak are: James 0. Overby, Murray attorney and a 1930.
graduate of the school. He will speak about the early days of the high school.
Wells Lovett, a,' Owensboro attorney and member of the- class of 1940 will
discuss 1935 to approximately 1940. Charles Magness, executive vice-president
of th* Jdckson Purchase Production Credit Association in Mayfield, will discuss
the 1940's. He is 1951 graduate of the Training School. The 1950's will be covered
by Hemp W. Brooks, farmer and agricultural management consultant for.Graves Cciuntyfariners.He Is a member of the &gaol 796Tand hyenatdurray,
Finally, Jay Richey, class of 1968, will discuss the 1960's, the final years of the
hie school. He currently fives in Baltimore, Md:, and is employed by General
Electric.
162 Listed As Facul
Prof. Charles Eldridge, co-
chairman with Prof. Vernon -
Shown of the Training School
Faculty Reunion Committee,
has prepared this list of 162
persons -who have been
members of the faculty at
various times from the
beginning of the Murray
Training School until 1976..
Mr. Eldridge, assistant
Dean of Admissions at Murray
State University, taught
vocational agriculture -and
biology at the Training School
from 1951 td 1963." He says the
list is "the best available" and
there may be some omissions
or inaccuracies. Anyone
having correctionk or ad-
ditions should -send the in-
formation to his office. Mr.
Eldridge Will be master of
ceremonies at' the faculty
reunion dinner.







ASHCRAFT, Mrs. G C.
BABB, Jane .
BEALE, Mrs. W. M.
BESHEAR, Garrett
BOWDEN, James ,




























































JoNES, Mrs W. W.




















































ROSE, Janice TAYLO Jane
ROULFING, Amelia TE , Margaret
ROWLETT, Dew Dr4P THURM Clifton
ROWLETT, Dorothy (Deceased)
RYAN, Mary THURMAN, Vaynette
















WILSON, BillSUTTER, Lottfe (Deceased).-
WILSON, MarY C.SYKES, Joaruia




In the final High School
CommenCernent to be held at
the University School June 2,
1970, the 22 graduating seniors
heard an address by Alumni
Director Mandl J. Vinson. His
subject was "Graduation -7 A
Milestone and a Beginning."
Two days later, "On June 4,
1970, the Murray State
--Vniversity Schools grades 7-12
were officially closed," ac-
cording to Dr. Woods'
"History of Murray State
University."
Mr. Vinson, a graduate of
the Training School in 1942 and -
an alumnus of Murray State,
told the graduating class
"University School Students
have distinguished them-
selves in many ways." He
named several graduates of
the "Training School," as it
was originally titled, who had
distinguished themselves in
journalism, chemistry,
nuclear and rocket research,
law and politics, medicine and
surgery, banking, business
and many other fields.
As a student in the Training
School, Mr. Vinson was a
member of the basketball
team, FFA, Science Club,
English Club, Mixed Chorus,
Debating Team, Cheerleader
squad, and he held various
positions as officer in these
organizations. -
The list of the 22 graduates
as provided by the Registrar's
Office follows:
Robert L Bear, Susan A.
Clary, Kenqie R. Colson,
Cherie E. Garrett, Bettie A.
Garrison, Linda C. Hum-
phreys, Mark 4 L. Johnson,
Linda F. Jones, Jessie F.
Outland, Don Overby, Gayle
T. Rogers, Peter B. Stine!,
Cindy G. Steele, Sue Ann
Story, Amy K. Thompson,
Nelson H. Waldrop, A.
Stephen Willoughby, Joyce K.
Winchester, Brenda Joyce,
Vickie, L. Copeland; D. Joy
Swann, Cindy A. Wagar.-
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Debra J.), Rt. 3, 131149,. Tn.,
Baby - Boy Wilson—W(0er
Wendy), Box 28, Sedalia, Baby
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--Rt. 1, Alino, Baby Girl Peery
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Murray.. _ . •
Next time you, get the urge to
p4y around in Florida . .
•. --cairdwia.Daviona's. .CastAway,
the state's most complete Oar.
ground for singles and famittes
alike. Check these features . .
C 650 it.- on Bear:Ai-A Ocean
C 300 Rooms. Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
— Restaurant & Lounge
— Night Club Dancing &
Entertainment
2 Pools. Klie Pool &
-PlaygrOUrTd - ---
o Volleyball & Shuffleboard
ID Basketball, Game Room
o Sauna, Exercise Rooms
o Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
.rj Color TV & Refrigerator
EJ Tennis & dot-15-riiileges
o 65 Miles to Disney World
• Daily door-to-door. Bus
Service available
CI Free chaise lounges
in Ample self parking
Cora play in our plgyground.
- it'ar -Daylona's. most complete
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10" Bar & Chain
Cuts Logs Up To 20" In Diameter
O'Connell was a close
associate of Yawkey but club
( Buddy) LeRo.u;,_ will, along- -insiders say he has not been on - i 1 
- • -
:buy_ the team frOnl_he yawke* swidow,,. _, .. . . ' For Top Spot,...Cats Seventhwith 11 "fielded partners," speaking teams with _ 
,
_ Yawkey e•tatejnes-aellort-P44
$15-iniflion..• '  - The former general
Sullivan disclaimed blame team vice 
president in 1960. are the new No. 1 team in Notre Dame vaulted -from Nebraska, Florida and
,
for the firings, saying it was During 
his tenure as general college football' 
llth to fifth with 740 points by Clemson.
the decision of Mrs. Yawkey manage
r, the team won .Picked by most experts to trouncing Southern California
1967 and 1975.
and the„two ether scacutors, .. 
Peneant,s in finish somewhere around the 49-19 while the losers dropped The Al' Top Twenty
- Curran.
However, it had been
--- - Kirhyloinedtheited Sox in .- male
1973 and Claiborne came from , - - s - Si tlf- I - • 
- Inc 'FoP lweatY teams in
d A's in 1975. He 
C'aiiliFerice - 8-0nrexa sur- - ged - - '
to the top of The Associated received P 781e9e
4rtli "thpo. inchlairei .The Associated Press college
By The Asseekited Preis_ _J_eseph LaCour_. and James ' of lhe-r SoUth-West -from
evident since 'the Siiittvoo- the oaklau Press-011 today bY defea'
LeRmix group's -bit for ' the - 
vies _respoa.s, ible for signing -
tine -Kentucky climbed from eighth football 141. -with-first-Plac
e
Southern -Methodist 30-14, sevent th wita_tm _-___Iintes..ln_parentheses. season
.7_ _first:pia& -ballot and 64 records and total points. Points. . team was accepted Sept. 29 marlY e 
P Y while previously unbeaten
current long-term contracts. based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-that O'Connell would be Michlgan. -was---upset by ints b crushing Geo '
from first place to sixth. rate Texas No. 1 had the si -Texas (65) 6" 1'336
' alii neg. the littair - duffs' _ - - - Texas.. received 55 first- Longhorns iecoit'ii on - ffiefr . 
2.Alaaania , .„6-1.6__-1,077 ._
--rnefribefs about Who they- - - • place votes and a near-perfect ballots. 
_ 3.0hio St (1) 6-1-0 963 '
should talk to about trades," Have More Tests 1,336 of a possible 1,340 points . 4.0klahoMa- 6-1-0 • 952
Sullivan said. "The from a nationwide panel of 67 Arkansas, a 34-0 winner 5.Notre Dame 5-1-0 740
LAS VEGAS (AP) -atmosphere demanded it (the  sports writers • _and over Houston, rose from ninth 6.Michigan 6-1-0 719
Former heavyweight boxingfirings) at this time." broadcasters. to eighth with 505-ri -eui5.-The 7.Kentucky (I-) 13-1-a 110
champion Joe Louis laced. In addition to O'Cotmell, the Taking advantage •of Razorbacks were trailed by &Arkansas7505-
Vitykey estate executors fired further 
tests today for a Michigan's loss, Alabama, Penn State, which turned back 9.Penn St 6-1-0 ' 484
-A-ssit-ratir Geriertir Mrsger - gusPocte. 01.T., heart.allack--- ---- "--Ottia -State, Oklahoma -and West-V-irginia 40-21 - ind -10.S.Calif, -- - . 5-247 .315
, _
-John -Claiborne, and Vice 1.1,!e. bOXer. -. who wore ‘the ...Notre Dame all moved ahead jumped, from from 10th ta 11.Texas A&M 4-1-0 285-
heavyweight crown longerPresident Gene Kirby. ninth with 484 poirits. Southern 12.Nebraska 5-2-0 260






a week ago, Cal, the No. 10 teark received 13,Pittsburgh . 5-1-1 194"It's a dirty-foliand I wasn't 
.
more times - remains Mgoing to leave it to them, the inched up to second by pasting 315 Points. 14.Texas Tech 5-1-0 177
new owners," Louisville 55-6. • The Crimson The Second Ten consisted of . 15.Colorado - .5,1•1 132, Lacour saki guarded condition in . the
O'Connell golgie bad news -coronarY care unit at Sunrise
Hospital, his heartbeat 
Tide received 1.077 pointi. Texas A&M, . Nebraska, 16 Clemson - ----11-1-0 - 94
- Monday morning at the Ohio State moved froth Pittsburgh, Texas Tech,- 1-7.Brig.Young 5-1-0 60
„42allparsi isft_for lunch_an4441_ monitored electronically.. _ ,, tourth_te.third with sos first_ _r (thwart/1, Clannsatat.,.. Brigham' 18.Florida 3-1-1 24
not return. -• 5-2-0 22T. -The_ 63-yeae4ild "Brown Were vote And 963 points.for a 
Young, Florida, Minnesota 19.Minnestaa
20.Florida St"Just appointment" t was Bomber" was rushed to .,the „ 35-15 licking of Northwestern. and Flericin State.
 5-1-0
- ,..
the sale. Ten of the 14 teams, •
including the Red Sox, must
approve or the franchise -
reverts to the Yawkey estate.
Broncos, Browns Notch Tough
Wins In Middle School Play
The Broncos remained
undefeated on the season and
the Browns picked up a vic-
tory Monday to set up their
meeting next week in Little
League football action at
Murray Middle School.
In last night's action at
Holland Stadium, the Broncos yards after a long, sustained
nipped the Steelers 14-12 in the drive. Tim Brown rolled in on
opening contest to boost their the conversion for a 144
record to 3-0-1. In the second Bronco lead. -
SOFTBALL CHAMPS - The fast Calloway girls ore_ the county softball champs. Top row, left to game, the Browns won 74 Midway through the third
right, are Lisa Turner, Jenny Winchester, Angie Houston, Anna Brittain, Janie Greer, Melanie Over 'the. Colts and bettere period, Santagado picked off a
Miller, Lori Glover and Rhonda Ellmonson. Front row, "Aui Coleman, Cinch Rhonda Key,- Vali their record to 2,-1-1. ----pass on the Steeler 10 and
Broncos evened things up as
Robert Stott scored on a run
of 10 yards then took the lead
as. Steve McDougal ran in the
conversion point.
With 1:51 left in the half, the
Broncos padded their lead as
Stout carried in from three
teams battled for two over- the Steelers moved deep into
time periodsvathout deciding Bronco territory and finally
a winner, scored when Santagado
The Broncos moved to the carried in from 10 yards. The
Steeler 10-yard line early in conversion failed and it was a
the game but fumbled the ball 14-12 game.
away. For the rest of the game, it
-On the third offensive play was defense.
. ...0Ltbe.gartle, for lbe Mialsrs, nsinx.14041110 the foint, h.._
Yawkey's Jean-LA. insifirager began- --his career AP Sports Writer - - by Oklahoma; a-15-18- victor -Dame, Mitt - Texas.-- --yarxds for a -tcruididoiiii: The a pasi 'and returned to near
eeptedIUTAngeles Kings will miss at
least four more games-  - . By BEBSCRECNISSENSON Th
e ByckeyeS were followed _ 1x,t: week, it was Notre Nicky_ Seintaticnau 'Furl& 110 Santagado inter
Yawkey, .is $mong the new with the Red Sox farm team in 
a concussion
In .a .near- oils vote, ever Iowa 4State, with 952 Tech, -Pitt, California, Iowa conversion failed and the midfield. The Steelers drove 
because of
Partners . LYnn, Mass.-, and beddirie a . T Longhornspoints StateBrigham Young 'the amazing exas . Steelers led 6-0. all the way down to the 10-yard 
suffered when struck by a
rgia 33- 4 Loafers
releaied. Minnesota 16-0 and skidded P° Y- 0. The two voters who didn't 644-34'1:
"There was confusion Wilt
onghorns Overwhelming Pick
---- •
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Red Sox Undergo Major
Housecleaning Of Staff
By DICK:BRAUDE , O'Connell's reaction.
AP Sports Writer The firings had not ben
BOSTON (AP) -The ax fell expected' until after We
at Fenway Park and the heart official sale transaction next
of the Red Sox front office is in Monday.
the unemployment line.
- -It was a clearing of the air . The near owners face a
AITOTITI charge," said crucial Nov...- 3- vote by
new Boston General Manager American League owners 
on
Haywood -Sullivan, 47, once a
second-string' Red Sox
catcher. • .
He- assumed -that- title
Monday._ as executors of „the O'Connell, general manager
estate of the late owner since 1965 and in complete
' -Tam"- A- Yawkey fired - ctiritivl of the teeth since then,
,three top Red Sox executives, is popular among his peers Houghton, Noreen Herndon, Bob Houghton, manager, Jill Childress, Phyllis Morrison, LaDort When the Broncos and returned to the 40. With so
me
including General Manager and it has been speculated Overbey and Bob Allen, coach. Browns first played, the super running by Santagado,
Dick .0 Covell, whose that SarnP AL owners might _
. association with the American oppose the sale because of his - • 
.
League team dated to 1946. ' 
• ,, On Oct. 31, Sullivan and 
firing.
former team trainer Edward
the , way. LaCoui- described
Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
fcfr_el mks. Tani right on-_,
280. follovi280-for 7 nile;
past Bonner's Grocery. Take.
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right Men
left and you.' have orived.
Tele. 436-5483
hospital late Saturday after
experiencing chest pains at
his home. He experienced
syniptoini related talhose of
heart attackebut tests failed to
show _conclusive evidence of
one. -
Louts, who has worked as a
host-greeter at Ceasars
Palace for a number of years,
has received scares of
telephone calls and telegrams
from all over the nation. The
only visitor permitted in his
room is the former champ's
wile Martha•
The couple's 15-month-old
adopted daughter, Janet, is in
;eritical condition at the -lame
hospital. She remains in a
el:laws:After being injured Oct.
3, when she fell into the
family's backyard swimming
pool and was rescued by








lust abOu1 arty .jund of seafood you -can name, defrcrous
and freshly cooked, plus good hamburgers That's our menu
So b- ig the whoie family We think you're ill going to enjoy it
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
Fish Dinner
just$199
- (Regular Price $2.29)
Good Mon. through Thurs.
Captain D's






THEY DON'T HAVE TO BE. SHOWN - Jeff Boyd (left) and John Farris (right) may'be from
Missouri but nobody has to show them how to play defense. Boyd, from Caruthersville, filled in
at defensive tackle Saturday and responded with four tackles and five assists. Farris, who hails
from Sikeston, had four tackles and four assists and has played exceptional ball filling in-at
defensive end in his last two games. With the pair of Racers is Coach Bill Furgerson.
Templeton Named Shortstop
Of Associated Press NL Team
By HAL BOCK consisted of Philadelphia third
AP Sports *titer baseman Mike Schmidt and
Cincinnati's George Foster, shortstop Garrt Templeton of
baseball's leading slugger in the St. Louis Cardinals.
1977, received-the most votes Schmidt received 262 voten to
of any player on The 87 for Ron Cey of Los Angeles;
Associated -Press National and Templeton, in his first fell
League All' Star , team major league season, had 218
announced today. to 79 for Larry Bowa of
Foster, whose 52 homers Philadelphia.  ' • - -
and 149 RBI made him one of Joining Foster in the NL
the top single-season sluggers outfield were Philadelphia's
in baseball history, received Greg Luzinski, who had 375
418 votes from a nation-wide votes, and batting champion
panel of sports writers-and Dave Parker of Pittsburgh
.brpadeasters. _ with 365.
Fc-iitir -"was one of three Only _ three left-handed
Reds named to the NL Squad. pitchers received votes, with
The others  if .e.r.e. second Steve CarltolL of Philadelphia
baseman Joe Morgan, who the easy winner over Tommy
had 270 votes to 95 for John of Los Angeles and John
runnerup Rennie Stennett of Candelaria of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh; and righthandatt„Cdtriton received 304 votes to
pitcher Tom Seaver with 255 82 -far John and 40 for
votes to 150 for Rick Reuachel Candelaria. All three were 20-
of the Chicago Cubs. -game wieners.
First baseman Steve The only close vote on the
Garvey was the only member NL-team was for the catching
of the NL champion Los job, where Cincinnati's
Angeles Dodgers named to the Johnny Bench had been an
team in the votiqg that was annual selection. Ted
completed before the start of Sinunons.of St. Louis broke his
the playoffs. Garvey scored hold on the job, winning 24b-
the most lopsided victory in 159 -The-Cards catcher batted
the balloting, receiving 352 of .318*with21 homers and 95 RBI
the 377 votes cast for his compared to .275, 31 homers
position: and 109 RBI for Bench.






Team - - . W L
FISlitieliaMP1310- - • 6
Truckers 
B.A. Gang 13 11
Invincibies IL 12
12 12
Lucky Strikes 6 18
-
lith Team Glinias(SCl
Hot Boilers  -  - 670 -
Invincibles 644
Fearless Foursome. •  631 -
High Team Game (HC)
Hot Rollers 855
Invincibles ,  819
4 Loafers. 803
High Team Series SC1
4 Liutfets 1800
FearlestFoursorne - 1793 •
1767
High maerieaIHC)
Loafers    -2382










line of the Broncos. The
Steelers then attempted a pass
and with 40 seconds left, the
Broncos wrapped up the win_
as Stout intercepted lir the
endzone. _ _ .
The Bronco coaching staff
recognized the offensive line
PICO .._91 Dan -,,,Whiteford,
Charles Cella, Tim Burchfield
and Buddy Simmons plus the
running of Robert Stout and
the end play of Jimmy West.
Defensiyely, Burchfield and
Steve McDougal were cited
for their play.
In the-second Contest, which
was hampered badly by the
rain and the Mud, the Browns
nipped the Colts 74.
l•leither team had a scorim
opportunity_inthefirst-petiod.
In the second quarter, the
Browns finally broke the
213 scoring ice as John Strieter
211 went 33 yards for the tquch-
_ 2a/ down. Robert Billington added
 -iv The conversion-for
-1•2- 'Early in the third quarter,
chimrtnet -
Men"
14 Phillip Adams 240
Tom Matthias 
Women
Decre Beetle  232
Nancy Todd MI
Marsha Matt/tias  220
Iffiglahttllerles (SC1
AndySeese 590
Tom-Matthias  a  521
Toni Byars 509
a spot on the tent- Cey and
John were distant seconds to
Schmidt and Carlton. Catcher
Steve Yeager and second
baseman Davey Lopes both
finished third. in their races
while shortstop Bill Russell
and outfielder Reggie Smith
pieced fourth at their




Nancy Todd - 449
"becie Beane -.447
WO Ind Series (HC)
Men
. ,m.dY Vse. 
659
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reversed itself and voted to






placed the entire University of
Minnesota men's athletic
program on probation on Oct.
21, 1976 for failing to comply
with- an-fiCAA ruling calling
on Minnesota to- declare
Thompson and Winey
ineligible.
At' that time, the NCM
charged that Thompson was
selling complimentary season
basketball tickets for more
than jheir face value. Winey
was alleged to-have accepted
free lodging from a university.
- and Except-joi • Garvey-, leer:- aoasiee
Arot-gri nodrerranirdoselo-trinnigg . 01)111.
puck last week.
After an overnight hospital
stay, Vachon was sent home
Monday andaold to rest for at
least a week, a spokesman for
-the National Hockey. League
-tiarn said.
Vachon had two shutouts in
the first three regular season
games before he was hurt last
Wednesday during a 3-1 loss at
Cleveland.
Aho Coltaget-on-tlis-boafdtelth-
David McCuiston going -51
yards for the six-pointer-but -
the cenversion failed.
TItice in the fourth period,
the Colts had drives but
fumbled-the bill in the-slip-
pery conditions. -









Gt r 19" diag. 100% SOLID STATE
PERFORMANCE COLOR TV. One
Touch Color" System, Black Ma-
trix In-Line Picture Tube System,
Modular Chassis Design, Custom
Picture Control..
High impact plastic cabinet with
simulated walnut-grain finish
recognized for their running
while Trevor Mathis, Todd
Bartlett, Andy Parks and Krit
Allbritten were cited for their
line play. Defensively for the
Colts, Chris Farmer had 11
tackles. Also cited for
defensive play were Jon Mark
Billington and Allbritten.
The coaching staff of the
Browns recognized Mark
Boggess, John Strider, Harry
Weatherly, Brian Doyle,
David Snow.-Tom Whitlow and
Ftichie Page for their offensive
effort i . Roger Mum,
John Purdom, Kenny
Denham, Robert Billington
and Jon Overbey were
recognized for defensive play.
Out FOLIC More
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
















Political Adv. Paid for by Candidate
Model Ff3F-19,13V
GE 17.6 Cu. ft. NO-FROST REFRIG-
ERATOR with big 4.65 Cu. ft. freezer
section. Power Saver Switch. 3 ad-
justable shelves and Meat Keeper.
(Automatic lcemaker optional at
extra cost.)
3199L J. '4799.5T 
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. PRIME 153-1586
PI
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Racers Jelling Into Solid Club
We are about a half of an inch away from being a real
good football team," Bill Furgerson told the Big M Club
Monday evening.
"Danny Johnson is going to break -one for 70 yards
sometime or Austin Perine is going to break loose. Perine is
starting to run the way he Is capable of running," Fuger-
son said. . -
The ideal time for Johnson or Perine to break one will be
this weekend as the Racers host Eastern Kentucky in the -
annual Murray State Homecoming.
But before we talk about Eastern, let's take a look back
and see how and why the Racers have been playing better
football.
First of all, the Racers have won two consecutive games
on the road, which is impressive. But, to make it even more
impressive, both of the wins have been in Homecoming
games and you know how that goes. . . _
.Gr4Sect;-neitherwiribasftectiVA
The Racers-are -a-different-club than you saw two weeks
ago in -the loss to Mlareheatf l'helefense.has iniproved in -
some areas but the key lies in the offense.
For instance, in the win at East Tennessee, Murray Stafe -
had its finest blocking of_the- year. IVIike Shields graded 76
per cent and Dan Hutchison 70. Under the extremely tough
grading standards of the •Racers coaching staff, a 60 per
cent mark is good. .
y'ou look at East Tennessee onpaper, they are really a
good400king feotbali team ,-" Fiffferteet-Sititi: -
"Last week, we were convinced-their only problems were
mental. The fact they've lost to three Division One teams
has a little to do with it.
"The problem with East Tennessee is, they haven't lear-
ned something I tried to establish here when I first took the
job: you have to learn how not to lose and then learn how to
win. I knew they'd be like a cur dog. You get them when
they are down. But if you give them a chance to get back,up,.
then yon've got a real fight on your hands. That's what hap-,
pened in our case.
"I don't know why we didn't score more. But we're going
to soon. The reason we played so well on offense last week
was because we've opened our offense up and we played
wide open the whole game. I'll admit we played a little con-
servative in the last half down at Middle. "_
"If we played anywhere close to our best Saturday, it was
on our last series. We had been throwing the ball and I
decided since they were expecting the pass, to keep the ball
on the ground. We had superb blocking and great running
from Johnson and Perine. We wept on and rolled up the yar-
dage on the ground and of course, scored the game-winning
field goal, •
"We did a few things different. We're going to continue
them too. You're going to seemore reverse plays and op-
' tions. 45 a matter pf fact, we're putting in four new plays
for-the Eabtel it game.
"You might ask why didn't we do it earlier. Well, there's
only so much`you can learn at once and we had to learn our
basic offense," Furgerson said.
What about the -defense? Where has the inVrovernerit
been? _ . _ - _ _
Everywhere. Sam Franklin has been playing the best ball
- 1410 life at -deferistua initieSnubbed by OVC rennYnissioner
Dick Vanatta who failed to recognize Franklin as the defen-
sive player of the week in the Middle Tennessee game,
Franklin has gone on a tear.
The secondary is better too- When Markklutsell.. w.ho in-
cidentally ranked sixth in the nation in passing, came in to
direct East Tennessee's aerial attack, the Racer secondary
picked off three consecutive passes.
• There is more overall coordination on the club. The defen-
sive line is improved in its pass rush, thus giving the secon-
dary abetter shot at picking off passes.
Slowly but surely, the Racers are beginning to jell. -
The wide-open offense will be fun to watch. And it will
also be fun to watch the cannon-arm of David Hazlet).
Ruzich was the offensive player itf the week for the
Racers as he hit 46 of 26-passes for 171 yards. He also gained
30 yards on the ground but 27 of those.came back when hiS
protection broke down on a couple of plays.
It was Ruzich who turned possible defeat into victory-with
his pinpoint passing. Down 10-3, Ruzich took charge in the
final eight minutes and was simply brilliant.
"I knew we had to do something so I just tried to open it
up," Ruzich said of the one drive that carried the Racers 74
yards in 14 plays for the tying TD.
tried to show, some leadership out there. We just put
our Minds tolt, refused te-adcbt-dend webt-out-and-L-
got it," Ruzich added.
Witkhis performance, Knzich 0119.st-certainly will start
at quarterback -Saturday, regardless of whether Mike
Dickens is able to go or not. Dickens via§ in practice Mon•
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Of course Austin P-Pay and Terineisee Tech are both 3-01n
the league and apiiear 'to' be in- fine shape-. Morehead;
Eastern and Murray are all 2-2.
Whoever loses here Saturday is out, without doubt. And
for that matter, whoever wins must count on some outside
help from somewhere. Tech has two of four remaining at
home. They will host East Tennessee and Peay and will
play on the road at Middle and at Eastern.
Peay has two of four at home. They must play at Murray
ittuneelathen host Middle and East Tennessee.
Morehead has two of three at home. They host Eastern
and East Tennessee and must play at Western.
Ideally, here's what we need: Murray must win all of its
remaining league games.
That would -automatically take care of Eastern.
Morehead should noriose at Western but could bossibly be
beaten at home by Fst‘.en That would take care of
Morehead and leave them with three losses.
- Now, it gets tough.-
Peay will have one loss if they lose to Murray. So, Peay
needs to lose at Murray and lose at Tech, which is likely.
But still, that leaves Tech unbeaten.
Tech could lose November 5 at Eastern and, though its
highly unlikely, could lose in their finale on the 19th at Mid-
dle. So while it's highly unlikely, at least it is possible for




OFFENSIVE STARS - The offense hod some stars in the 13-10 win at East-Tennessee Saturday.
On the left is quarterback David Ruzich who hod a brilliant game. He hit on 16 of 26 passes for
171 yards. On the right is Mike Shields who graded 76 per cent on the offensive line. Don Hut-
chison, who graded 70 per cent, could not attend the Big M Club meeting Monday nor could Buff 1 5 0 .167 58 107
clefensiy_e standout Eddie McFarland: McFarland, a 3.98 bailor student„wasin InaissBla where be Central Division
was seeking admission to medical school. In the center of the picture is Racer coach Bill Furgac.:______.fitts__ 4 2 0 .667 119 81
40111. .. . Cleve 4 2j) ;667 118123-'-
(stet sbotos by Mk Brandon) Hstn 3 30 .500 103 98
. Cinci 2 4 0 .333 92 108




NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP )- 
Running backs Stan Mitchell
of Eastern Kentucky and Greg
Wilson of East Tennessee
State each lead the Ohio
Conferenee in two
offensive categories. ._
Through six games, -
Mitchell is averagIng 104.3
yards per carry, for an
average of 5.9 yards per
attempt. The junior is also
- averaging seven points per
-game. .
Wilson leads the conference
tri return yardage on kickoffs
and punts. Also a junior, he
has returned 10 kickoffs for
-444 yards, 34.4 yards per-
attempt, and seven punts for
105 yards, 15 yards per return.
Wilson is also second in OVC
snoring with six points per
game. •
Quarterback Phil Simms of
--Morehead State -continues
the --eunfetence's 'leading
?Passer, averaging 210,3 yards
in the air per game. The junior
playealler is tops in
completions as well with 14
per contest.
Linebacker Biff Madon of
Western Kentucky, chosen the
• OVC's • top -defensive player •
--Austin Pea y- is a close second-
with 65 tackles and 45 assists.
Tackle Reggie Bell of Middle
Tennessee State is first in
tackles for losses, 17 for total
losses of 91 yards.
- Eastern Kentucky- 1-s The
OVC's top offensive team,
averaging 382.5 yards in total -
offense per game through six
contests. Unbeaten Tennessee
Tech, which has played one
inore game, is averaging 381
yards but has scored_tbe most
points -of any team, 217 in
• seven games. -
Murray State and Austin
Peay are tied for the lead in
team defense, limiting
opponejits to 298 yards per
game through seven contests
each. Austin Peay has slimed
the fewest points, 86%
... Sparky Lyli, iilio loroand.nap
last year-, continues to lead in Boston - 0 3 - .000. 2),2_ . ..
tackles, 68, and assists, 48. N Jrsy 
second to Frank Tanana in.
balloting for the top left-
Linebacker Bob Bible of 
0 3 .000 242
Ailantacentral Division
1 0 1.000 - 
handed hurler in the AL.
Yankee left-handers- Ron
14S An°rtinson 22 12 .667 - 
Guidry and Don Gullett
.500" It' followed Lyle in the voting;
Wash 1 1 .500 it giving New York three of the
Cleve 1 2 .333 1 top four lefthanders.
Houstn 1 2 .333 1
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Chcgo 3 1 .750 -
Denver 2 1 .667 1,2
Milw 2 1 .667 L'2
Detroit 3 2 .600 42
Ind 1 2 .3331'z
- . _ 1 . .250_
Pacific Division
2 _




2 1 .667 1,2
Los Ang 1 3 .2502
Seattle 0 3 , .000 2L•2
Monday's Result
Detroit 100, Boston 85
- Tuesday's Games
Atlanta vs Boston at Hart-
-- ford, Conn.





Golden State at Chicago •
Denver at IndiNira
Seattle at Phoenix
San- Antonlo at Los Angeles
Buffalo at Portland
Wednesday's Games
Atlapta at New Jersey
New York at New Orleans




By The Associated press •
A-mericanFootballConference
Eastern Division
W LT Pct. PF PA
Bait 5 1 0.,•!833 231 91
Miami 5 10 .833139 97
N Eng 4 20 .667 147 100
NY Jets 2 40 .333 110 135




# American League All-Stars
NEW YORK (AP) A .388
tatting average, 139-hits, 124
runs scored, 14 home runs and
100 MIS batted in. Even Rod
Carew would be impressed by
those statistics.
Since those numbers belong
to the Minnesota first
baseman, it is understandable
_ PTO. Cage Standings





W L Pct. GB
Buffalo 2 0 1.000 -
N York 2. 0 1.000 -
Mita • 1 100 1 n
that he wail the taxiing vote- -of California. New York'S -
getter on The Associated Reggie Jackson, the most _
Press' 1977 American League valuable player in the World '- -
All-Star- team. • Carew, after Series, was fourth.
having the best season of his
illustrious career, impressed The world champion New
a whopping 405 of 422 voters in York Yankees placed one
the balloting by sports writers player on the squad, second
, and broadcasters across the baseman Willie Randolph; -
country. .. gathered 108 votes in
Joining Carew on AL easily outdistancing rookie
squad n was tegnumite ,Ligery_ .11tiM1 Wills if Texas., Seygal
-Hislt;yetto-led the-leacteivith Yankees -placed -second at
119 RBI; in-additionte27 home their 
positions,tints -and-a- - -batting--eatellee:-Thirmart -214ansoitH:-- -
average. 1-lisle led the outfield who lost out to Boston's
voting' with 195 -votes, six Carlton - Ft4k 260418, third
ahead of Baltimore's Ken baseman Graig Nettles, whose
Singleton and 24 votes more finished 97 votes behind
than collected by Bobby Bonds Kansas City's George Brett,
and lefthanded reliever
S Diego 3 30 .500 97 79
k Stle 1 50 .167 90182K.C. 1 5 0 .167 86 137
National Football-Conference
By JACK STEVENSON 
Eastern Division
AP sports Writer quarterback situation sinte S Louis 3 3 0 .500 124 122
Namath joined the team. last NY Gts 3 30 .500 91 126
summer. Wash 3 3 0---400- -83 94
Haden hit 12 passes of-421 h. 2 40 .333 81 87
attempts for 116 yards and the entral Division
two touchdowns and rushed 
three times for. .13 yards,
including the initial score.
Tarkenton, the 37-year-old
Minnesota quarterback, hit 10
of 27 for 108 yards and had two
picked off both by
cornerback Pat Thomas. And
both led to scores by Los
Angeles.
Haden said he called most of
the plays except the pass- to
Yonnp
Harrah called."
lie explained: "It wasn't in
the game plan. Harrah kept
telling me all through the third
quarter that it would work.
more or less to shut him up, I
;•alled it." - -
Earlier, a 13-yard run by
rookie Tyler from UCLA set Detroit at Dallas .
up a 1-yard touchdown plunge Los Angeles at New Orleans
by .John Captielletti. 741, Buffalo at Seattle
The only Minnesota score Oakland at Denver '
. "I dfdn't want to moot came on a 42-yard field goal Pittsburgh at Baltimore
by Frt'd Cox with 20 seconds NBC )Nemeth in on a situation When
BA Lee had taken over for 
scowe are ahead 35-3," said Knox. gone in the fourth quarter. Tampa Bay at San Franci
Eh 1=4_ hi mos.
Tarkentim,lito 1111:41.1e;jurew Monda
y,Glita
 Oct.31iit"We felt it was a good chance
gave-171er Otifeilk.r „,_
-111111-. MOKPO! -• "97 
131i- - •
--
time to count the house, eat a with the youth vs. age
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Joe 
snow cone and then throw the
"
Namath, in the twilight clan 
ball, 4-
7
illustrious career, now -knows 
Haden ran yards for the
first touchdown and passed 2
that youth must be served.
Fran Tarkenton also might 
and 9 to Charlie Young and
Harold Jackson for the nextbe giving a little thought to the
two TDs. Late in the game, heprospect after the Minnesota
Vikings fell 35.-3 to the Los accepted the 
suggestion of
Angeles Rams and youthful 
guard Dennis Harrah and
called a play on which Wendell
Rhodes Scholar Pat Haden.
It was a triumph for the 24-
Tyler dashed 44 yards for the
year-old Haden before a near 
inalf touchdown.
full house at the Coliseum and 
Coach Chuck Knox
a national television audience. 
declared, "This game puts an
He won Ilia spurs last season 
end to the quarterback
controversy." Former
and- 1-1)c9- -I9st them to Ham Southern Calif ortila starnewcomer -Nemeth at the 
start of this National Football ‘"'"'
 added, "Yes, I expect
League season. 
to start against New Orleans
The Rams were 2-2 with 
net Sunday."
Namath at the helm before 
Now 4-2, Los Angeles is tied
Haden again got the call 
with Atlanta in the NFC West
against New Orleans and 
Division. Minnesota, despite
the loss, stays atop the NFCcame out on the winning end of
Central Diyision at 4s2.a 14-7 score. The rout' -of
defending NFC champion 
Even at the game's end,
Knox kept Nemeth on theMinnesota ended any doubt
•that Haden was No. 1 and that bench and inserted. No. 3
quarterback VinceNemeth, acquired from the
New York Jets as a free agent,
was No. 2.
Haden crediled his
teammates on the offensive
5 1 0 .833 138 102
Ferragamq to finish up.
Dallas 6 00 1.000 160 88
Minn 4 20 .667 77 84
Dtrt _, 3 3 0 .500 84 110
Gn Bay 2 40 .333 67 54
Chcgo 2 4 0 .333 117 139
Tpa Bay 0 60 .000 36 98
Western Division
L.A. 4 2 0 .667 132 65
AtInta 4 20 .667 63 32
N Orins I 5 0 .167 119 148
S Fran 1 5 0 .167 74 114
Monday's Result
Los Angeles 35, Minnesota 3
Sunday, Oct. 30
Houston at Cincinnati
Kansas City at Cleveland
Minnesota at Atlanta .
New York Jets at New Eng-
land
Philadelphia at Washington
San Diego at Miami_
Chicago at Green Bay
Heinsohn Rips His
Club After Setback
DETROIT (AP) - The
Detroit Pistons bombed the
Boston Celtics with a second-
half flurry that gave the
Pistons a victory and left the
losing team's coach, Tian-
Heinsohn, fuming.
Heinsohn didn't have much
praise for Detroit after its 100-
85 National Basketball
Association triumph Monday
night. The reason? The Boston
coach was too busy bracing
team with -criticism.
'We played dumb, non-
hustling basketball," said
Heinsohn. "We played well
enough in the first half, then
rolled over and died. They are
not thinking out there."
Bob Lanier, who teamed up
with Eric Money to. pace a
second-half blitz that
overcame --a ..49.42.halftime
deficit for Detroit, agreed with
the Boston-ecraeh-.. - - - -
Lanier said Boston "isn't
the team out there that it was
before. Then don't Aay„well
-together. Usually, they keep
_coming et.you, %tit right-now
they're not doing that." -
Boston is 0-3 for the season.
Detroit is 3-2, but the Pistons
seem to be unbeatable at
home. Detroit has won nine
straight games in Cobo Arena
in a string of victories dating
to last March.
On Monday night, Lanier
had 19 of his game-high 33 •
points during the third and
fourttr peribds. Money cagold•
16 of his 24 points in the second
half.
Tom Boswell had 19 points
and Jo Jo White and Charlie
Scott had 16 each to top. the
Celtics.
'The right-hinulecl pitcher on
the team was Jim Palmer of
Baltimore.
Aside from Fisk, Boston's
Rick Burleson was named a
starter at shortstop with 231
votes and Jim Rice was
selected the designated hitter
with a291 -votetotaI. It Was the
Jirst time the designated hitter






lo -cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich, black. Solids are
completely filled. Some say
they look as if they've been










During the meeting of October 10, 1977 at the
Wroffian's Club, my opponent and I was asked our
position -61i-the closing' of 15th St. and Chestnut St. My'
opponent had publicly stated his opposition to the
closing of 15th St. but later appeared to reverse that
position by. voting to deny the mayor the legal right to
answer an injunction by the state, in the interest of the
People.
Rather than rehash air of the pros and cons, briefly
my opponent stated he felt the compromise was the
wishes of the majority of concerned citizens and the
city could not win anyway. MY opponent stated quote
"The City Attorney stated three times in open
meetings that the city had-no legal grounds to institute
a law suit"; "If our attorney says we don't have much_
of a chance": and "I also felt that if the City Attorney
tells-you we did not have a case, we didn't have a
case." Also "if you can't go by your attorney f as the -
Mayor and Mr. Chrisman pointed eut)-wAo can you go
by and it was his (sluice I was going by."
I listened carefully to the discussions on 15th St. at all
of the council meetings but did not hear the City At-
torney make any such statements, which are in-
consistent. I did not believe the City Attorney made
those statements. I asked the City Attorney about my
opponents comments, quoting my opponent as outlined
here and the City Attorney told mein no '
ms he never made any such statements. t •
This is a good example Of misleading staliknents to
suit my opponents convenience when he is well aware
the public is not always familiar with the true facts.
• 4 I. 
Elect H Ed Chrisman
Mass Clip
MorW Issues To Follow








WAIT, DIANA ..THE TYOU MADE THESE I !"ON MDUR HANDS
C3ENEMAt apr5   AND .KNEE.'
TO APOLOGIZE-. THEN WERE ABOUT APOLOGIZE
  TO TORTURE THEM.
. onal ne.•
•












submitted by .12 noon
the  dejr - before
publication.
F J L Blas-ingame M
Testing For Gonorrhea
• 0. Ms. A. A. writes that
she had pelvic pain and
Vaginal discharge which
caused her to go to her
physician. He made- cul-
tures and told( her that she
has gonorrhea.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 54 ‘-‘er use
Siiman 55
 Condensed-
4 Mother of 
moisture
.he gods DOWN





' 5 terns of nickname
r.tbely 7 Norse-gods
8 Urge on
middle 9 Note ot
9 Conjunction scale
20 Melody 10 Backless
Fri seed seat
22 Hawaiian 11 Eagle's nest
rootstock 16 AbstraCt
baung
min • 16 Near
24 ro,nen 21 Likeness
,tree 22 Vessel.
-25 Part Ef4--04y- - -21 rAetAtee2J
28--8itterVet&- 24 Obese






































28 Prefix three 40 Ship
30 Seed channel
container 42 Three-toed
31 Period of sloth
time 43 Paiteboarsi
32 Contrast - 45 Nahoor
33 Be in debt sheep
-3-4-ecerrearezr--eeretet-  • -
36 Hggled 47-13-e-c-en
37 Cdithrm 49_P reposition:.
51fl
She says that she has
neverhad sitch trouble
before. Her first and only
boyfriend, with WhoM she
has had sexual relations
during the last two months.
says that he has no symp-
toms of gonorrhea and that
__he has not been haying
intercourse w_t_tti _anyone -
_-else.
Ms. A. A. asks whether
she could have caught the
--disease froni &awe other
soueee or whether her boy-
friend may. have gonor-
rhea without any symp-
toms.
A. Gonorrhea-is almost
always the result of inti-
mate, sexual exposure.
Judging from your history
and diagnosis, it is highly
likely that vou have a
gonorrheal infection from
3 ten'  ft(n t  
It -is-well establishedrithat
males_m_ay have no signs
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*Di tr: by n ur s'riaiCate. Inc.
•
- • -
or symp oms of gonorrhea
and be infected and act as
earners of the disease.
Your boyfriend may have
become infected sometime
ago by exposure to an
_earlier sexual partner who
--
-If you are to. Continue
your sexual arrangement,
your partner should bg_ex-
amined-by A physician,.-He
will likely suggest urethral
• cultures for °gonorrhea.
Several cultures may have
to be repeated at separate
intervals because the Jests
are not -perfect and may
require repetition if nega-
tive. A positive culture
••
makes certain that the di-
agnosis of gonorrhea .is
accurate.
Fortunately, most cakes
of this disease respond to
antibiotic treatment and
usually remain cured after
adequate therapy. Sexual
exposurele. another artife
- -case of gonorrhea may
cause reinfection because
• hayipg had the disease
doe& not develop any sig-
nificant_ immenity_tit.pro-





that, if -gonorrhea is to be
-eantrolled_ and_prevented
from spreading more
widely among our feeptila-
non, it is essential to iden-
tify all metes whohave had •
intercoUree with a female
who has an acute case of
gonorrhea, examine them,
and Make cultures from
the male-urethra-,- even if
the men- have no sympe---
toms: Treatment is started
If the cultures are positive.
I -THE nEwsin BRIEF 
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
U_NTA
(AP) - Movie , director.
Roman Polanski has beqn 
given less than two months to
finish preparing for .a. 114
million Tahitian film epic
before he reports to a prison
for psychiatric tests. The 44-
year-old director, who has
- pleaded guilty toe-sex crime
involving a 13-year-old girl,
WAS- tolltMOIlday" to report-to
Chino state prison Dec. 19
withoutfelL
stood calmly and said nothing
Monday as 10th Circuit Judge
Clifton Kelly imposed the
ligatitsaity_for the Nov. is
1976, murder of 64-year-okil
gAitti_p ixop of Avon Park.
BARROW, ,Alaska (AP) -••- •
An Eskimo leader says that
when the spring thaws come
and bowhead whales appear
near the North Slope sliores,
Eskimo whalers will goon_ 
their triational hunt. The
Tilt ern Stift*/ 4-Wfralin g




JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,-
and of the Holy Ghost:_
Teaching them - tc ob-
serve all things what-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. - Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.

















and consolidation. 6 per
cent interest 5,000 to
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.





WOULD LIKE to buy
, ,- _. registered wire 'haired
- -Fee leerier puppy.-Call
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline. 753-6333-_
„ COLOR PORTRAITS, .
bring us yours for extra
_copies. Made from any
•lai- -Into effeet Monday night...... late a
SEBRING, Fla. (AP) - A Biologists think there may be
I6-year-old boy who was
"convicted of --stomping an
elderly widow to death in a $6-
..I"Ohbot7 has hcfh!lfhtfleed to
die in the electric chair. Frank


























x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, Use our rear en-
trance.
Phone Numbers

















Tractor, plow, disc and
cultivator. A-1 con-
dition. Call 489-2188 after
p.M.
7514669' - and dryer,
MSU PROFESSOR wants $100. Call 753-4716.
larger home near MST.f
campus ar-ablvat-$21;000- -USED- -WASHER and
to ,$30,000 -range. • Call dryer. Call 753-0492.
753-5620.
STANDING TIMBER by .
• the sere or footage. Call
498-8757.
WANT TO-BUY used air'
cenditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551
15. Articles For Sale




For The - 
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8
piece sets, -choice of,---mandatary- Atli -sanctions .4 colors. $39.9f. allin
against South Africa 'in




(AP) - Ambassador Andrew
Young says he favors •-•
crackdown on blacks, but he ---
adds that President Carter epariments
and Secretary of State Cyrus 4.,e Its followsR. Vanee-will decide the.U.S. _____. RI
position. • Black African News, -Society-- and
nations. in a Security Council Sports 753-1918
debate that started Monday Retail Display °d-
are demanding -a mandatory
-
arms embargo- and- other - In-Classified Display.
tough . internattenal measures
• Classtfted; -emulate--
. - Lon- and tylEr-ausinessagainst whit
e-ruled South_ ,
----  - - --bili-c-e- 76 ji. --Fe
='----PAN_ANI'CITY, -Panama
• . , ..r . 1916 and 7537 1917_ .
...reaChed. on, 75.3-
...mm1g with_ his peopleaideter- 
iiiiim.
Gen. Omar Torrijos saYs he is 1/ - - - 
_per cent "Nee vote f.lat.th_!----Ilhliaties--- and
1XiELE Barber
authorittriner -ride - say the FOR  • W A T K IN S
new Panama Canal treaties.
But opponents of Torrijos' 
haircuts. 209 Waldrop
aresrt-ilettmsuPf:
unofficial count of 95 Per cent 13th, phone 753-3128____•
rtdemtheocirradricyve for
Holman Jones, 217 South
Products. Contact
of the votes in Sunday's
plebiscite showed 468,664 for
the treaties, 228,697 against,
 ......-- Cent of the- 166,boo Persons








FRANKLY, I CO Nor Ti-liNK 5HE
WOULD CARE To GET A GIRL
FRIr=r41:? For? - LiG1-17- Ycts fr->--- _








-Convinced that any guy next
--doer can make- a good
legislator, a Pennsylvania
congressman is giving up his
Capitol Hill career to return to
a-job in a Steel mill. Rep. Gary
A. Myers a Ftepulican, said, "I
look at my colleagues, and
some of them who have gone
on to the Senate and probably
someday will be considefed
presidential material - and I
just don't see there's much
difference between them and
the people who are my
neighbors or relatives back
home."
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
national energy policy that
emerges froth 'Congress next
month will have- long-term
effects on the U.S. economy
and national security. The
Senate is debating whether to
raise-taxes to force fuel saving
or cut them selectively to
reward conservatiore, In , the
coming floor battle, the Senate
' faces the choice of new taxes
proposed by Carter and
passed in reduced form by the
House; the more than- $40-
billion worth of tax incentives
approved by the Senate
Finance Committee, or a
combination of the two.
Costa Rica, which lies be-
tween-Nicaragua and--Panama
in Central America, was earned
in 1502 by Christopher Cblum
bus. The name, which in Eng-
lish means _"rich roast," prob-
ably stern from the slush for-
ests that cover more_dian"half
of Costa Rica.
The rnembership of the Boy





salespeople, full or part












wash and lube person.











HOUSEKEEPER-Lie 2,  _





Full or part time. Apply
in person Triangle Inn,
South 12th.
WANTED-BABYSITIER




for 'buffing ant4 detail
work. Also assistant.




Journal. Call 753-7116 for
• Interview. - • •••
EXFERIENCED
Apply








...heavy lined, 24". x 42",




firm mattress and box
50.00, ,See
N. 20th, after 5 p. m.
TWO.: MATCHING an-
tique Quien--Ann reeriatr- -
chairs. Need
reuph stering. 1966















Persian. Materials for .
counted -stitch, cross.
stitch, Crewel, and flips
-SALE ALUMINUM Latch ,htiolt in 28
ladder-5'312. .,,6'$l4., designs, knitting and
s1888,2fr g24.68, yarn._ Kits and






$17.88. Single lever type,
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
Paris.





black and white T.V. set.
..C.3112517212. -
..GIRLS_ CLOTHES. like _
new *titer ana •
excellent condition, $3.
Sizes 6. and 6x some 5.
Call 753-2856.
CROSS 1)UCK white
storm door, $45. Call 753-
3922_
TWO WARM MORNING
LP gas heaters, one
autocrat LP heater. Call
436-2411 weekends and
after 6 p. m. 753-2424
from 8-5 p. m. week-
days.
SALE LAWN MOWER








IF CARPETS LOOK dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. -Rent electric
shampooer. Western






and dining room_ fur-
ni„ture. Antique wood








duty tires, strong frame
and starMards, no aid,
-board& 650.114;-Call
-8102-from 7 to-9-p. m • -
I •
111111=1111
JOHN DEERE 45- com-
bine, 2 headers, grain
























locally Reported like new
Responsible party can take a big
saying on low payment balance
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s ALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw-files,
allasizes 79 cents each.
Daisey, BB's, 1500 pack




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save 0n
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.













SALE CTIAIV- gist' chains
38" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, 29.95,
20'tar $10. 95, 24" bar -
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. W'e
service---what- we -sell,
this includes lake area.
All work is guaranteed
so come Sissons
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway' 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Open
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
appointment, phone 1-
382-2174r 382-2743.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1976 12 x -415 -3 bedroom
trailer. All electric.
Central air. Washer and
„dryer- Call 435-4413.
TRAILER PLUS a 100 x
25.1 lot for sale. Will sell
trailer furnished or
sinfurnisfted. Located on
Highway 280 in Ccinrad
Heigkts Subdivision.
Call 388-2430 after 4:30
p.m.
10 x 54 MOBILE HOME 2
bedroom. 2300.00. Call
753-9817 after 4 p. m.
• - -  •
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile.
home, Shady Oaks
trailer et. Call 489-2533.
ONE YEAR OLD 2
bedroom 12 x 44 trailer
on private road in









rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20' x 30' BUILDING,
concrete floor, excellent
condition. 21/2 miles 94
F24 $50 Call 753-8216.






Central heat and air.









located next to campus.
Recently redecorated.
Call 7534586.
34 Houses For Rent
-THREE ' -BEDROOM






GRAIN FED beef for salt
by 1,4, 'Ai or whole. Cut to
your specifications. Call
753-9817 after 4 p. m.
THIS COULD BE IT
A good location for home plus business/ This has
2 bedroom modern home, carpeted, with
baseboard heat, range and refrigerator. Has 28 1,
40 ft. shop building attached which would be used
for various types of business. On 150 x 200 ft. lot.
Price is right. $21,500.
2 nice lake cottages - One is $12,500 and other is
$18,000. Both worthlbe money.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409





503 Beale Street - This sharp 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick veneer has been newly decorated and has
economical central gas heat and central electric
air. Private back yard, nice outside storage
building, 10' x 12', on quiet street in good neigh-
borhood. Plenty of closet space, large utility
room. This one won't last long at $34,900.
105 N. 120 Street
753-8010
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
r, Warren Shropshire • 7$3-8277 Audv Moody - 753-9036
e, Barbara Erwin- 753-4196- Miller 458-7519
I. euben Mooy4 - 753-9036 B. IL Hook - 7134341
 4111111.1MP 







90.00. -Call 753-190 or
753-2593.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE 310 South
8th. come. We've
got it. Tursday and
Wednesday.,
=MI
GUY SPANN REALTY -
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary concern.When
buying or selling see the
Professionals. Guy
• Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 763-7724.
COUNTRY 'FOLKS -
Located 6 miles from
Murray. This 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath home
offers easy, happy
family living at a
reasonable price. Home
is Situated on 11/2 acres
with lots of shade- trees











List Your Property With Us
SOS air*. - 733-ret•
PRICE REDUCED
5,000.00 -oh this qualify 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
Located only 5 miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central
vacuum system,: in-
tercom, large family
-room with fireplace and
much more. Phone
KOPPERIM REALTY,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently located
- ---offieeat-711- Main Straet.
We are working full time




SITY - The price is
right and so is the
location, close to the
university on quiet
residential_ street. Four
bedrooms and 2 baths
with lots-of living area. 
Fencedbackyard and
living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERIJD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
REALTORS
fAILLeti
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
HOME SWEET HOME
- Ever think of being a
gentleman-farmer? Buy
this choice property and
your dreams will come
true. Home and 40 acres
with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5
ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings,
fenced area for horses,
pine forest with walking
and riding trails
meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
another picture this
pretty, in this area.
Phone us today
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We are Murray's
fastest growing realty.
PLANNING to build next
spring? We have several
lots that are beautiful
building sites. Buy your
lot now so you can get an
early start next spring.
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.








houses and one apart-
ment house. Buy now
and see a return in your






1322 MAIN. Lovely older
ho'me with style & grace.





This is the type home
everyone wants so give




BUY -. A distinctive,-
well-located 3 bedroom,
2 bath h6me with large
rooms._ Attractively,
decorated inside and
_ _,culL_thily_ 3 _years-old
Central gas heat and
electric air. Fireplace;
.Located at 1508 Can-
terberry Drive. Priced
to sell. CALL OR COME
BY, 105 N. 12th Boyd
Majors Real Estate 753-
8080.
Purdom & Thrualan






















46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, 11/2 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in






1701 Magnolia. Call 753-
7906.
_a*
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath,  'lying  room. dep.. 
kitchen and _ dining
room. :Efficiency cot-






remodeled house on 1
acre.. Has. h.ice-rich
garden place. Come by
at Joe Hortin, Route
Box 119, off of Highway
E. 94. Behind Whites
Camper Sales.
COMFORT FOR SALE
Ideally located just minutes from town. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath has many features you must






17 Acres ideally located at
Mayfield Highway and Penny
Road. Has frontage on both






H. T. Waldrop BrOker
Busine.ss. SiRce
47 Motorcycles
1972 HONDA 500, 7200
actual Miles. Call 753-
9817 after 4 p. m.
1973 354 HONDA.
Recently tuned up. New
back tire, new paint job,
new battery, 2 helmets.




TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester White
wall premium grade. 12-





+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;





H78x15". $24.23 + $2.85




49 Used Cars & Trucks










department at 1-24 and _




TRICIAN prompt if- -
ficient service. NO job





437-4533 or after 8 p.m
354-8161 or 35441136
WILL DO general house
cleaning. Call 436-2296
evenings.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAIN'TING; INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry well




unHOdMerpEinningAN: 4 cents per sq. ft. and we
"CHBOIRSLE, 
Steam clean one room at
pati°-awnings- 814d Dads - will- clean the hallway
-sealed, white or silver. 




=NW doom carpets as-
EASILY -
Mpound purtahle power-
house does all the work
liflallfitY -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a fractional the Coat
YOU SAVE UP TO.
125.00 PER ROOM
Root fee oil S12.60 • Boy
Bel-Air Decor Store
11•1 Ai Gator 713 1442
SALE 36 MONTH car
battery. $24.99. Willard
Brand. Wallin Hard: -
ware, Paris.
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air




49. Used Cars Si Trucks





1971 TORINO GT. Power,
steering, air, .2 deny
hardtop. • Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1974 -CORVETTE, new
paint, tires, side pipes,
pearl red with red in-
teriar; 350-4- speed ;- a tilt -
telescopic wheel, AM-







1972 M.G. Midget aril-




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
'brakes, air and tilt





1973 VEGA, red and white
sharp. 1971 Electra
Limited, local car, nice.
1972 Chevey car hauler.
1970 GTO, immaculate
car, sharp. 1952 -Chevy
truck, good body. Runs
excellent. Call days 753-
0495-after 5, 753-0695.
DODGE SPORTS van -
royal. 1973. 50,000 miles.
Good condition. Call 753-
E1952.




200.00. 1972 Honda 450, 2
cylinder, DOHC, 2
helmets. Call after 5..
753-5368. -
1-969- CHEVROLET




1976 PICKUP, long wneel
bed Toyota. 10,000 miles.
1975 Honda CB 200 T
motorcycle. 1700 miles.
Both in excellent shape.
Call 4354413.
1975 MONTE CARLO
silver and blue. Factory
AM-FM stereo tape and
CB. Neilly new set of
Michelin radials. 32,000
.- miles. Call after 5 p.m.
753-8030.
FOR SALE DR TRADE
1946 Ford pickup truck.
Needs work. 125.00. 1967
Toyota Land Cruiser
engine. 250.00. Call 436-
5462:
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage., one owner. Tilt
Mite 1 &axle u., Ink..
excellent, buy. Cali 753.-
4131?
DO YOU .NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
WOO. Call
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home_ or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
only sawdust and chips. $$$. Attics and walls
Call for' free Vsltrnate.-- blOien... Free eitlinit-ei:
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or Call 753-3316.
Bob Kemp, 435-4341 .
ELECTRIC WIRING











has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
















- structiOn'CO:, Routtr-2, '-
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








and top soil. Cali Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
GENERAL HOME






--FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor









by Sears- save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor_





























- someone who. will cut it
up and clean up. Must be 'J..
done within the next
week. Contact Calloway






5434, after 5 p. m.
•
FREE KITTENS white




type puppies, also 2 tiger
stripe kittens.- Call 436-
5650 after 5 p. m.
FREE - wood shavings,







Sowed, ready to use. Or boy • 11-1141 sad sass. Coosploto sod
reedy to ossamoblo Id op to 24140 standard, bet will prom, way silo
moo***. Sloop tin rest Num moo to Custom Ds* sod boy tiso best




4..AP MO-1 Economical to operate._
.and maintain. . wiLh ,an output
capacity of 8,400 g. p h ,with a 2"
suction/discharge. Ideal for pum-
ping innua terniners and pesticides
, • Pump body, impeller, and vOlute
are reinforced- polyester -theist,
plane to resist corrosion .Past self-
priming design with check valve
gives a 5 ft. suction lift in, 15 sec.
•Total head up to 94 ft. .Carbon
ceramic shaft seals made of
stainless steel and Buna-N rubber'.
""-.Powered by a 4-cycle single cylin-
der engine with spalsh type
lubrication.. .High voltage magneto
ignition system .Washable 31shab foam air
cleaner-
Murray Supply Lawn & Garden
200 E. Main,Murray
LAKE COTTAGE
This nice 3 bedroom frame cottage in Panorama
Shores is ready to make someone a nice home.
Call us today. The price is right.













roe sow tow ow Wien wsl wet rsoo Iti nisei tits vii bee lora
brides oar le sliM in setI * a sitsit sf Mims *ice se Of ow
r, lot iw finher.,informatin cal 153 tall -.
Alley Hoyt:
-decorative rock dr stock. Lorena Jobs -753-6079 Bill Payne - 1-9444
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Deaths and Funerals
W. G. Paschall Is
Dead At Age 85;
Rites Wednesday
William Gat Paschall,
former resident of Calloway
Cdunty, died this morning at
430 at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 85
years .of age And was a
resident of 822 South Second
Street, Mayfield.
The former countian was a
retired farmer and carpenter,
and a member of the Sinking
- Spring Baptist C-htirch. .Born
-CfetOber 12,1892, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Paschall and Silly
Cavitt - Paschall.
Mr. Paschall is survived by






sisters, Mrs. Bessie Bogard,:
Burton, Mich.,: and. Mrs.





The funeral will be held
Vella-May at ' epiTát
the chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. James Tharp and the
Rev., Stephen Cobb officiating.
Pallbearers will be William
B. Dublin, Tommy Paschall,
Neal Thomas Pryor, Prentice
Hawkins; Harry -Nall, and
Bobby Wyatt Interment will
follow in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Davis Dies At
Hospital; Mother
Of Mrs. Outland
Mrs. Carl 4. (Mamie) Davis
of 809 Hurt Street, Murray,
died Monday at seven p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age and her death followed an
illness of two weeks.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church at Baldwyn, Miss.,
where Mrs. Davis and her
husband, Carl, who 'survives,
resided until five years ago
when they moved to Murray.
Born March 1, -1893, in
Mississippi, she was the
• daughter of the late John
Houston and Dora Virginia
Bedford Houston.
Mrs. Davis is survived by
her husband, Carl A. Davis;
two daughters, Ars.
(Lucile). Outland* Murray
Route Five, and Mrs. Laverne
-McGarthy, Meatrie, La.; one
-son, Paul L. Davis, Oklahoma
City, Okla.; seven grand-
children including Mrs. Junior
(Sheri) Pittman of Murray
Route Five and Jimmy
Outland of Jeffersonville,
- md. ; Six-great granaehildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home will




Mrs. Ethel Tatum Fulton,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Monday at 445 p.m. at
the home of a daughter, Mrs.
--A:T. IVIeunier, Pedikah Route
.Nine. She was 88 years of age.
- : • Born September 20, 1889, in
Calloway Coun , rs. Fulton
. was the dagffter of the, late
CooL [T and Mcrthil Jane 
Page Lee. She was a member
of the' Afdel sgate -United
Methodist Church, Paducah,
and had been a resident of
Paducah since 1926. One son,
Lowell T. Tatum, died Sep-
tember 29, 1975.
Mrs. Fulton is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. A. G.
( Lorena) Meunier and Mrs
William (Pauline) Warden,
• both of Paducah Route Nine;
two grandsons, Charles
Meunier, of. PaduCah and
Bobby Tatum of Orlando,
Fla.; four great grand-
children. - •
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral (Home with the Rev.
. Herman Choate of ,Paducatt
officiating. Burial will follow
. in the Palestine-Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the




Whited of theft by unlawful
taking were dismissed in
Calloway County Quarterly
Court October 21 at the
request of the complaintant
Mrs. 0 A. Harker
Dies; Burial Here
At Murray Cemetery
The funeral for Mrs. O.: A.
-Harker is-being-isekhodarat
two p.m. at the chapel of the.
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tn., with the Rev.
Harry Flowers officiating.
Burffil will fellow in the
Murray City Cemetery here.
Mrs. Harker, age 96, died
Monday at three a.m. at her
home, 425 Whitehall-Circle,
Paris, Tn. She was the former
Maud Bersler, and was born
November 9, 1881, in
Nebraska, a daughter of the
late' John T. and Julie Fair
Berster. $he-was-marriect
1904 tv O. A Hw1idted.
in- 1959. Mrstf.Harker was a





(Martha) Crouch of Memphis,
Tn., and Miss Ann Harker of
Paris, Tn.; one brother, John
T. Bersler of Wayne,
Nehraska; _two grand-





Dennis Lamb of Hazel died
Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 82 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of -the Bethlehem
Church of Christ. Born August
20, 1895, in Henry County, In.,
he was the son of the late Bill
Lamb and Laura Lamb.
Mr. Lamb is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. James
Ray and Mrs. Harold Ray,
both of Hazel, and Mrs. Virgil
Clayton, Buchanan, Tn.; one
son, Jimmy Lamb, Humboldt,




The funeral will be _held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m". at the
Hazel Church of 'Christ viith
Bro. Charlie Sweatt and Bro.
Ewing Stubblefield of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Myren
Lamb, Gerald Ray, Joe Pat
Ray, L. V. Ray, Mike
Pflueger, and 'junior Tay.
Eturiai in_ the- ML.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller





Guy Rutland, retired far-
mer of the Almo community„
died Monday at 7:45 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway _County
' Hospital. Heleas 7 pears of
age and waspreceded in death
by his wife, Mrs. Mary Evie
Rutland, on February 8, 1977.
Mr. Rutland was a member_
of St. 'Mliry's United Methodist
Church at Dover; Tn., but
attended the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church near
AlmO. Born October 4, 1901, in
Stewart County, In.,' he was
the son of the late Winfield




(Edna) Wofford of Dover, Tn.,
-and Mrs: 'William Peggy)
Avery of Powell, Tn.; two
sons, Jimmy Rutland of
Dexter- and Don Rutland of
Murray; seven grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
fullers' heine after five p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Final Rites Today For Boyd Biuell
The funeral for Boyd Biz-
zell, retired carpenter of Almo
Route One, is being held today
at two p.m.at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Layne Shanklin
and the Rev. Joe Skelton of-
ficiating. The song service is
being led by Ron Byars.
Serving as pallbearers are
Damon Mathis, Donnie
Duncan, Ed Beach, Joel
Jackson, Alvie Galloway, and
Bobby Galloway. Burial will
follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Bizzell, age 72, died
Saturday at -two p.m. at the _
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is surviveA by his wife,
Mrs. Larue Mathis Bizzell,
Almo Route One; three
daughters, Mrs. Ruby Futrell,
Murray Route Eight, Mrs.
James Haley, Almo Route
One, and Miss Batty Bizzell,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Freddie Duncan, and one
brother, &Lk/ -Bissell; Almo
Route One; seven grand-
children; two great grand-
children.




Going Out Of Business
00 OFF ENTIRE STOCK




Dixieland Shopping Center 753-9668
S1113V) -.SiNV1c V4 V--SIV H2V3B — SINI/lci —ONVIS NMI
TRAINING S91_001. MARKER-Dedication ceremonies for the Commemorative Marker for the former lab school
at Murray Slate Univeritl known as Murray Trainin& College High, and University School, will be held Saturday,
.October 29, at 11:00 a.m. at the site of the former school building as pictured here before the building was torn
down. The dedication will he held on the day of all Training School, College High, and University School reuni.on
barbecue at the West Kentuck Livestock and Exposition Center at 6:00 p.m. Saturday. Dr. Constantine W. Curns,
Sixth president of Murro State, will preside and give dedicatory remarks and unveil the marker. The invocation
and benediction will be b‘ Senator Pat McCuiston, native of Kirksey, president of the MSU Alumni Ass'aciation and
 -former -student teacher arthe-fraining-Schoot Rorrithr-will play the-"Alma Mater" on the trumpet.
Recommendation Due
AGO clears Way For Pay Hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The attorney general's office




for all state officials. •
There would be no legal
Conflict if the commission
made propbsals on salaries of
cabinet officers and state
commissioners, the attorney
general's office said Monday.
The commission, meeting
last week, suggested raising
the governor's pay from
$35,000 to $50,000 a year and
that of constitutional officers




if any pay proposals relating
to appointed offici.51s.spig,lit
conflict with the -personnel
department's power to set
such salaries.
The compensation
commission has not yet
studied the situation of such
officials, nor of legislators.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles
Runyan told LRC Director Vic
Hellard that...there- ia:nothing
binding or controlling about
the pay review commissions
work.
"The commission can
merely recommend, but it is
up to the legislature to pass a
bill," he said.
Runyan noted that the
governor has final authortty to-
__approve compensation for
subordinates-"he. is
responsible for their work and
level of performance and he
needs to attract the hest
men."'
But-it-boils down ta &matter
Parks Department To
Lure Off-Season Visitors
extensiveseffert to lure outof-
state visitors to the state
resort parks during the off-
State Parks Commissioner
Bruce Montgomery said in an
interview Monday that the
department is soliciting
groups who, h,pve never
previously booked at a state
park, in an cffort .to eiasge
off-season business.
"Our function is not to
compete with private
individuals, but to create
business for Kentucky,"-- he
said.
It is not practical or
necessary to try to drum up
-additional business during the
summer months. Montgomery
said, because park lodges are
full.' While it is almost
impossible to get a last-minute
reservation al any of the
ledges during The summer, he
said autumn and winter
weekends rarely are
completely booked.
Reduced rates go into effect
after Labor Day and are cut
even further Nov. 1 for the
winter season. On April 1, the
rates increase again, but still
are lower-then st.prifies-- rates,
wtifeh-go into -effect in- late
May.
Rates are usually about one-
third- cheaper during the
winter.-
At lake Cumberland Resort
Park, for example, the
surfuner rate for two persons.
in a room is $24. That is cut to
$20 after Labor Day,. and
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - drops to $16 from Nov. 1 to the
The Kentucky Parks end of March.
Department is making an . Those rates apply to each of
the 15 - parks ivith rodp-§,
except Lake Barkley, which
charges $26 during the season,
$22 during early spring and
fall months and $16 during the
winter.
The Pennyrile Forest Lodge
near Dawson Springs iselosed
is the winter and early spring,
but remains open from late
May through-- the end at
October. •
Rates for cottages, where
they are available, vary from
park to park depending on size
and facilities.
Montgomery said lower
rates are only one attractive
aspect of visiting state parks
in the off-season. He said
business groups generally like
to meet in isolated areas.
He said however, that last
year's severe winter played
havoc with the parks' tourism
record, mainly because snowy
and icy roads made traveling
difficult. -
"We had severe problems
last year," Montgomery said,
"but we don't expect that
every year. Last year was
unusual."
He said he doesn't expect
last winter's experience to put
a damper on this winter's
bookings.
"Our occupancy is up, and
we've had more bookings than
ever this year," he said.
More than 30 million visitors
are expected to have visited
he jrstate parks this year,
Montomery said. He noted
there were 27 million visitors
last year, but he said there
have already been mere than
that this year.Hog Market
Fede;i1 State Market e Oc-tober 25, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Srea Kw Market'Report Includes' Rm Inc
Receipts Act 701 F.‘t 5,11) fi;irr.,ws &Gilts 1.25-1 50 10Wer SOWN
US 1-2 200-230 Ms kr. )S-39.56US 1-3 200-240 it.





Uk 3-4 330-200 lbs
Sows
us 1-2 27635611w
of legislative policy over




In other opinions, none of
which have the force of law
the attorney general's 'office
said: •
.-The Pike County Board of
Elections did not err in
certifying a nominee for
magistrate even if his
residential qualifications were
doubtful.
It said the board has the
duty to certify based on the
rote tabulation 104 -basi_ne
power - tudge--- such
qualifications.
-The Kentucky city of
Fulton can enter a valid
mutual aid contract with
adjacent South Fulton, Tenn.,
for help in:event-of-fires.- ---
It said the-agreements must-
be submitted tolhe -attorneys
general of both states.
Hospital...
4
-A family is not required to
call a coroner in event of death
if the patient was under care
of a physician, despite
contrary advice from the
Woodford County ambulance
service.
_ The Blackburn _Funeral
Horne at Versailles was
advised that when the person
simply dies in the home, "We
assume there was nothing
upon which the ambulance
personnel could base a belief
that the death was attributed
to crime, suicide, drowning or
other unnatural cause."
-The la* banning cigarette
wholesalers or retailers-from
offering rebates to lessen
competition does not apply to
any customer.
_ "The whole intent of the
Statute •seems to be a
-prohibition—. against a -
- wholesider-or-retailer,'- Rep. •
Ramsey ' Morris, D-
Hopkinsville, was told.
ContinuAl From Page Ii
1977, meeting that the
administrator reported on the
construction of the physicians
office building and he (said)
the contractor is still on his
original schedule... what
hanfiened sin& Sept. 14? All of
a sudden we're four months
behind." _
Another board member Dr.
C. C. Lowery, echoed Miller,
"Iii each meeting that I've
had, I understood it was on
schedule."
' Wilson explained- the delay'
as related to late receipt of
some facsimile plans from
another project architect.
Poston explained to board
members,"I think we lost the
first month...because we
started in July...It's been
strictly to do with design
problems, fast tracking. We
took soil samples and because
of 'those soil samples went
down 20 feet below where we
thought we were going to be."
Poston also mentioned the
"sequels of bidding" were
"not altogether right."
"It is an exaggeration,"
Poston said, "to blame one
firm for the problems."
One board member, Harold
Hurt, a Murray attorney,
pinned CCC down to a 'June 15,
1978, anticipated completion
date on the physicians office
building.
In other hospital board
action:
-The hospital board okayed
a self insuring trust
agreement t6 /fPoVide
insurance for claims against
the hospital for medical
malpractice in losses up to
$100,000 for each claim up to
an annual' aggregate of
$300,000. Hurt called the plan,
in conjunction with Medicare,
"unique" on the state.
-Dr. Lowery reported a
search for an anesthesiologist
is progressing.
-The hospital board
approved purchase of three
coolers for the facility at a
cost of $10,044 each.
Phil Deaver
UCM Speaker
"The New Theory of Par.
tieipation: A Look At Com-
munity Education" will be the
topic for the address by Phil
Deaver at the luncheon at the
United Campus Ministry on
Wednesday, October" M. The.
presentation will be the first in
a two'part series in the field of
community education. -
Second speaker in the series
on November 2 will be Larry'
Moore of the Office for Con-
tinuing Education at Murray
State University. He will
discuss applications of the
new theory of participation.
Deaver is a member of the
Murray State Administrative
staff, and has been at MSU
since September 1976. He
earned his M. A. in com-
munity education at Ball State
and is a doctoral candidate in
that same program. Deaver is
coordinator of professional
and special activities in the
office for continuing education
and is also assistant professor
of adult community education..
The luncheon will be from
12:30 to 1:20 p. M. withthe cast
for the luncheon being $1.25.
The public is invited to attend,
a spokesman said.
STOCK MARKET
Prices' of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I.-M. Simon Co. of Murray are







Gen. D9712111/113   46.4
Gen. Motors 693/4 -3/4
Gen. niR nva 'inc
Goodrich 193/4 -P.4
Gulf Oil 773/4 -%
II3M 257 -1%
Pennwalt 32 -3/4
Quaket Oats 22% unc
Tappan 
Megan Union  ASK -3/4





Ford Motor Co_ 
Prices of SU:let Of !Oral interest !radon
EDT, today, futrushed to the, Ledger &
• Times by First of Michigan, Cotp , of
Hele 
in Inc.Murray. a e as follows:
Ub 23/4 tine








General Elec. 493/4 +%
ArriPilaaVrtalte- rs—  - 
-14..
-----------  114 .1 -11.
2S4A
272,1 ioic
* Glorgia &eine 
Kirsch 17% Ai -
Disney 34% -%




The rain has caused some.
problems for junior High
football games' scheduled for
this evening.
Southwest was to have
hosted North Calloway at 5
p.m. today. That game has
been called off due to the
-weather conditions and the -
extremely wet playing field.
The game will definitely be
replayed but no site or date
has yet been set, though un-
doubtedly, the game will be
played this week.
Murray Middle was to have
hosted East talloway in a 6:30
p.m. game tonight.




The regular monthly men's
stag night at the Murray
Country Club, postponed from
Oct. 20 to Oct. 27, has been
cancelled.
The next regular stag night
will be held on Tuesday, Nov.
I7.•
---
During the crab's lifetime, it
sheds its shell about 15 times,
• After shucking. off its old shell,,
the animal-immediately inflates
itself. so that a crab onre^31 2
inches wide grows to 4'7 inches
in width. ft then buries itself in
us I-3 450th.306 the mud and reerfiergia'Aivo or
oses A.,2,54Lthreatslawa....ltaes.aftere4trauLag,--
Roark 23311721.W Lit *31-0 a new shell.
r,
- •••• •
Your money can earn 5
1
4%
the date of withdrawal - for
Idle Dollars
In A Checking Account
Earn You nothing!
compounded daily - from date of deposit to
an effective yield of 5.39%




d •e_erag c (maw ASL -
. „.
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